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ANTA FE NEW M
SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, AUGUST

VOL. 43.
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LITHOGRAPHERS'STRIKE
CAUSES BIG LOSS GENERAL
Over 20,000 Men Out In Various
Cities and Immense Amount of
Work In Shops.

STRIKE

DISMAL

FAILURE

DISTINGUISHED RAILROAD OFFICIALS
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H

BANK

of Santa Fe System Visit Capital City
En Route West to the Pacific

NO. 143.

1906.
LITTLE GIRL SAYS
POPE IS NICE
He

CLOSES

Coast.

DODRS

IRUIO

Pitted

Head of Petite Elsie Hanna
and Found Medal She Had
Lost.

GRES5 DELEGATE

A party of distinguished railroad ofNew York, Aug. 6. Lithograph
New York, Aug., 0.
ficials connected with the great Santa
work and printing representing thouElsie Hanna, daughter ot Mr and Mrs.
Re- Dan Hanna of Cleveland, told an
Fe system, arrived in the city in car
sands of dollars is tied up in this
number four, private car of the general
American reporter how his Holiness
city as a consequence of the strike
Governor-Meemanager, J. E. Hurley, of the Santa
of lithographers and assistants. EmPope Pius X. had gone down on his
addiIn
Fe
proper.
system
knees in the luxurious audience chamployers do not conceal the fact that
tion to Mr. Hurley, there were in
ber of the Vatican and found a little
the strike is likely to cause them Imthe party W. B. Hines, of New York,
locket she had lost.
mense monetary loss. The president
general council ; .1. W. Hendrick, third
"He let me have his ring, too," she
of one of the largest lithographing
vice president, and H. Emerson, also
firms in the city last night estimated
said, "and then he got down and pat- AT
IDAHO
BOISE
the number of strikers at 8,000 and UNION LEADERS IN PRISON of Chicago, In charge of betterments SHORTAGE WILL BE $20,000 ted me and talked, and he found my
and properties. They are on a trip
medal."
the total in the country at 20,000 or
to the Pacific coast and left at 10
"We had been granted an audience,"
about
of the whole number
south.
said Mrs. Hanna, "and it was as we Requests All to Attend
of men directly associated with this And Greatest Confusion Pre- o'clock this forenoon for the
of
Savings
General Manager Hurley, than whom Poor People's
that
left and
the. ante-rooAnd Evolutions Impressive-- No branch of the trade. The strikers InI discovered little Elsie was nowhere
Risk
Only Best Men Should
no better known or more
a
is
to
there
of
obYears
Chief
is
to
sist
their
that
only purpose
DrunkenessRealistic
Deposits
official in
I went back and found
to
railroad
Inund.
be
respected
highly
Be Sent.
emsome
tain a shorter work day but
Civil War.
Three Million Dollars.
His Holiness and the child on the floor.
the west and southwest, chaperoned
Description.
ployes say the real point at issue Is
the party about town, and introduced
They wire both searching for an inthe substitution of the open for the
In response to a letter from GoverSt. Petersburg, Aug., 6. Unless dis- Its members to officials and business
significant medallion the child had
6.
Milwaukee
The
closed
from
went
Aug.
shops.
Chicago,
The three parties that
lost. His Holiness eventually found nor G. C. Pardee of California, president
A call was made at
a
few
within
men generally.
interior
from
the
patches
one
of
the
Avenue State Bank,
largest
Santa Fe on last Friday to witness
hours entirely change the situation, the office of the Bureau of Immigra- outside of the down town districts It and then becoming greatly inter- of the National Irrigation Congress,
A NEW BRICK PLANT
the Green Corn Dance at Santo Doested in my little gli'l pulled off his which meets September 3 at Boise,
to
dethe
strike
prove
Illustrated
where
literature
promises
tion,
general
FOR LINCOLN COUNTY.
and having depqsits of over three milhour
libmingo, returned home at an early
the
big paiiiil ring and gove It. to her to Idaho, Governor Hagerman today apa
fuilure.
was
Mexico
New
proof
Although
complete
scriptive
lion dollars, today closed its doors
Bemorning. They all deyesterday
are strongly opposed to the cured and where some general Inforerals
play villi.
pointed delegates to the congress.
inllma
first
cement
run.
At
The
mills
at
the
a
Anciio,
following
was a most extraordinary scene. fore naming them, he ascertained as
clared that the event was one of the
"It
of the government they shrink mation concerning the Territory was
course
a
Lincoln
of trouble was the appearance at
County, brick plant has been
most picturesque and Interesting they
civil war.
Not obtained. General Council Hines was tlon
Probably it has never been enacted far as possible that all who were choserected by the Rock Island Cement from precipitating a
the bank of twenty policemen who had before in that great room.'
had ever witnessed and those among
of the public
is
the
en for this important duty, would atonly
sympathy
how
desirous
of
the
ascertaining
A kiln of the
very
and Plaster Company.
been dispatched in anticipation of dis"1 think lie's a nice man." the girl tend tho convention.
some
.them who toad been at the dance in
in St, Petersburg
The delegates
but
lacking
Irrigation systems of New Mexico are order, the lwilce department having
becapacity of 350,000 brick is nearlng of the various labor
said, seriously, when ;,skod for her named are: Santa Fe, L. Bradford
organizations find progressing,
previous years, testified that never
is
concerning
especially
The
of
one
the
thirty
company
no'.ifled
been
officially that
of His Holiness. "But Prince:
and even in
fore were the costumes of the Indians completion.
Ias Vegas, R. E. Twitchell;
those under construction
the Uni- officers of the bank had absconded. personal opinion
behind in its orders for cement many followers lukewarm
he spoke a funny language and I D. C. Winters, Dr. F. E. Olney; Albustrike orders. ted States reclamation by
the
so gorgeous and their evolutions so days
rebellion
against
open
in
service
is
and the demand for the product
Tho suspicion of the depositors was couldn't understand a word he said."
The central committee of the rail- Chaves and
impressive as this year. One party
querque, Herman Blueher, George L.
Eddy Counties, aud the aroused by the sight of the policemen
increasing.
went by railroad and was under the steadily
road unions has not yet, so far as
Brooks; Las Cruces, M. F. Brown,
in
Rio
the
Butte
system
in
Elephant
of
in
bank
and
the
front
stationed
suIs known, Issued a formal order to Grande
W. A. Fleming Jones, Major W. H. H.
guidance of Clinton J. Crandall,
were
also
Questions
Valley.
demanda short t:me a largo number
S.
If the train service is not
strike.
perintendent of the Santa Fe U.
Llewellyn; Clayton, A. W. Thompson;
asked concerning politics in New Mex- ed their money. The turbulence of THREE
HUNDRED
OIL
Indian Industrial School, and super- STANDARD
brought to a standstill a collapse n' ico, and the
Aztec, Z. P. Wilson; Raton, Charles
of
securing
the
probability
was
the
crowi
quelled
by
is
finally
inevitable.
It
In
the strike movement
visor of the northern Pueblos.
AriNew
for
Mexico
statehood
Springer; Carlsbad, F. G. Tracy;
and
All
Strike
policemen.
Government Arrested
were ulrs. Frost, Miss Pain, Grannie
Mesilla Park,
L. K. McGaffey;
zona under the Hamilton joint stateWhile
Presi
Robbed
Working People
Leaders.
M. Foster.
Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F. WalLuther
hood
law.
was
The
visit
very
DROWNED
dent Rested.
UNDER FIRE St. Petersburg, Aug. 6. Lute this much and the flue climateenjoyed
ter, Miss Florence Luckenbach, Miss
of this city
Delegates to Be Chosen By Others.
The bank was organized in 1890 by
afternoon ft was evident that the gov- was
Caldwell, Miss Simmons, and several
Other delegates from New Mexico
was a re- Paul 0. Stensland, who is its presiIt
commended.
highly
in
ernment bad practically succeeded
are to be appointed as follows;
boys from the U. S. Indian Training
to
the
four
that
gret
gentlemen,
they
a
was
with
$250,000
dent, The capital
Another party went overland
School.
crushing the organized strike leaders could not find more time to
The mayor of each city of less than
spend in surplus of $250,000. Of three millions
here, 'ine central committee of Social the
the
and included Mrs. L. B. Prince, Dr. J.
25,000 population, 5 delegates;
on
this
visit.
Capital
It
is
on
the
said,
part,
large
and
deposit
was
V.
placed
E. Garrison,
Democrats
captured
B. Wasson, Professor
of each city of more than
As usual with General Manager Is 'the
mayor
of
people.
working
savings
greatthe
in prison early today and
Mrs. B. M. Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.
each
Bepopulation, 10 delegates;
Hurley, who has a great deal in him President Stensland is now in Minest confusion prevails in the revolu- of
William Eradflord Prince. They found
of county commissioners, 5 deleboard
President
what
Roosevelt
calls,
W.
Herron a vacation, Henry
tionary ramp. The hope of the revo- "sfreuuosity," he attended to local nesota,
the drive via I,a Bajada Hill delightgates; each chamber of commerce,
ing, the cashier Is missing and a warlutionists is now centered at Moscow.
ful. A third party consisted of the
board of trade, commercial club, or
effec- rant
and
company
affairs,
with
promptly
him
embezzlement
committee
charging
railroad
The St. Petersburg
real estate exchange, 2 delegates; each
family and friends of R. B. Thomas,
He
manthe
is
tively.
always
out.
state
general
sworn
bank
has
been
The
the
has decided to await the result of
of Santa Fe, and drove from Bonanorganize! irrigation, agricultural or
ager, and if anything that makes up examiner, C. C. Jones, issued a state- AGED
SUICIDE live
CAPTAIN
2
delestock
za, where Mr. Thomas is in charge of RAILROADS MAYBE INVOLVED strike at Moscow before attempting the performance of his duties
association,
escapes ment that the whereabouts of the
to order cut its men. Wednesday is
2
the ranch of the Rio Grande Livestock
of
each
engineers,
society
gates;
the
him,
subordinate
officers of the three officers of the bank is unknown
now the day on which they say the
company,
Companv. J. W. McKean, William
delegates; each irrigation
road can not find it. If there is any- to him and that the bank is without
em
The
railroad strike will begin.
Goebel and several others from Santa
thing that ought to be attended to an official head. Theodore Stensland After Sinking Vessel Through immigration society or agricultural
Alleged Rebates Gave Big ployes of several street railroad lines he
Fe were also noticed in the crowd.
college, and each college or univeris always sure to "catch on."
has been In charge of tho bank durHis Own Indiscretion-Terri- ble
who struck
Saturday have resumed
sity having chairs of hydraulic enginGamblers Closed and Ordered to
Octopus Supremacy in
Mr.
Incidentally
Hurley also attend- ing the absence of his father, the
work.
Panic.
"Vamos."
ed the annual meeting of the Cerri-lo- s
eering or forestry, 2 delegates.
lie discovMarket.
Last
president.
Stations.
Saturday
Railroad
Troops Occupy
The following are delegates by virCoal and Iron Company, which was ered that the bank was in a serious
Friday evening was given over to
Moscow, Aug., 6 All the railroad
tue of their respective offices:
held
at
the
First
National
Bank
this
condition
and
notified
festivities ny ttie spanisn speaumg
Cashier Herring
stations this morning were occupied
Cartagena, Spain, Aug. C Reports
The President and members of his
Chicago, Aug., C The investigamorning.
that there would be an investigation continue to arrive of the terrible
.visitors. Two balles were in progress
of the Standard by troops and heavy reinforcements
methods
tion
into
the
cabinet; the duly accredited reprenil evening and fsikirs had erected
this
now
is
The
bank
the
morning.
on
sections.
Sat
industrial
sent
the
to
were
the
scenes
wrecking
attending
Oil Company, by the United States
sentatives of any foreign nation or
booths on three of the seven streets
hands of the auditor of the state.
urday evening, off Hormigas Island colony; the governor of any state or
begun in Cleveland sev- The police are arresting the members MISS LILLIAN COX
Denies
of Santo Domingo.
Superintendent Government,
Cashier
That
Absconded.
Has
of the Italian steamer Sirio from
eral weeks ago, was resumed here of all the central committees of the
TltittoH
Crandall arrived In time to order five
DIES AT CHICAGO This afternoon, Theadore Stensland Genoa, via Barcelona and other norts territory; any member of the
A special grand jury, called trades unions. No trains left Moscow
today.
to
said he did not believe cashier Hergambling outfits from Albuquerque
to report oefore Judge Bethca is to this morning over the Kazan railroad.
ring's npnr.
close up shop and to "vamos." It was
Becomes III on Ti'ain While on
the week considering the rebate
pass
like ft scene from the "Midway" or
From
and secret railroad agreecharges
a reproduction of the Donnybrook ments by which it has been declared, IOWA DEMOCRATS
not a drop of the Standard Oil Company has been
fair. Fortunately,
TO ENDORSE BRYAN
A telegram
strom? drink was. sold and there was forcing its competitors tint ot the
was received
an absence of drunkenness which is market. A number of railways cenfor
often lacking at other Indian dances. tering in Chicago, are in danger of be- Nearly all Delegates at Waterloo
by Mrs. Delpt
"uu'u ue in
State Convention Which ConThe
The Indians were busy preparing for ing drawn into the struggle.
informed her
.
cnjidren afloat on tiou to attend this congress and who
unw
venes
Tomorrow.
on the evening
the fiesta of the morrow, the dancers Grand Junction combination rate and
a plank until they were all picked up. at the same time would be capable
Lincago, Aug., 0. The Daily News
rate to
ter, Miss Llllii. uui, wrto became 111
practicing in the two estufas. Their the alleged discriminatory
A bridegroom who was on his honey- of filling tho duties required.
It is
deleC
The
"It
develops today that
Waterloo, Iowa, Aug.,
while en route from Santa Fe to New today says:
homes were hospitably opened to vis- East St. Louis are asserted to have
my earnest desire that all the delethe Milwaukee Avenue State Bank haa moon, lost his wife and his sister.
Democratic State Conven- York.
to
the
monogates
a
of
much
the
opportunStandard
made
The circumstances surroundCompany
itors who
given the
gates to this convention will be the
been looted to the extent of $700,000.
Foolish Captain Left His Course.
tion were on hand today in larger
best men from each community and
ity to get glimpses of Indian home poly in the Solith and Southwest.
ad- ing the demise of the young woman This amount of bogus notes, it is statin
usual
the
than
numbers
day
commanddirectbe
Captain Gulseppe ParadI,
life.
are pathetic. Miss Cox left this city
The Government forces will
all will attend. I understand that
vance of a convention. As nearly all
ed, was found by members of the er of the steamer, in order to short- that
B. Morrison who directfor the east on Friday, July 27. When
a movement is already on foot to bring
are
Saturday morning the church bells ed br Charles
the
house
of
veteran
committee.
workers
the
party
clearing
He will be
en the course, proposed to pass as the next session or the session in 1903
she departed she was apparently in
rang out from the large edifice of ed the beef prosecution.
Gambling on Races by Official the
J. J. Sul- here, a conference will be held to the
close as possible to the dangerous to New Mexico and I trunt that this
best
of
very
anhealth
was
and
crude mission architecture, the Indian aided by District Attorney
to
as
Cause.
John S, Miller agree upon a tenative program
rocky ledges surrounding the Hormi- will be accomplisned. i'his irrigation
a
ticipating
visit
with
bell ringer pounding the bell with livan of Cleveland.
relapleasant
The patrons of the bank are mostly
to head the defense, a ticket. The leading candidates for tives in New York.
While running at full congress means much to the people of
chosen
been
has
bell
when
a
Death intervened Polish working people. A statement gas Island.
stones. It is told that
governor are George W. Ball, of Iowa
without
warning, the Sirio the Southwest. At its sessions, quesspeed,
before she reached the end Issued June 19th gave the deposits of
was installed with modern appurte
City: Claude Porter of Centerville however,
upon the rocks, about 5 tions of Irrigating and irrigation farmnances to ring it, the Indians removed is declared to be the best of the many and John D. Denison, of Dubuque. All of her journey. When on the train the bank as $4,407,474 of which $3,115,. crashed
o'clock. The vessel settled rapidly ing are brought up and discussed by
ihese as they thought .that the only annually held by the Rio Grande who arrived are agreed for a strong about one hundred miles out of Chi- 195 were savings deposits and $869,801
and a terrific panic ensued among the some of the brightest and best inIn
she
became
bell
cago
is
for
Domingo
toil
a
to
to
ill
The Santo
check. Loans and 772
presiwith deposits subject
ring or
endorsement of W. J. Bryan
suddenly
proper way
persons on board, of whom 645 formed men in the country.
by striking It, with stones. Father dians cli Jg tenaciously to their ancient dent. Among the most conspicuous in pneumonia and upon her arrival in discounts, all said to bo good, amount were passengers. Fishermen
"Besides the members of the Govalong
this movement are those who in the that city was taken to St. Luke's hos- to $3,223,172. Reports were general the shore
Abrogast, one of the Franciscan pa- customs and they are a purer type
out in boats and res- ernment Reclamation
Service, the
dres at Pena Blanea celebrated mass the Pueblo Indian than is to be found past have opposed Bryan. It is ex- pital. After a few days she began that the alleged defalcation would cued many.putMost of the officers and officers of the interior
and
department
Grande
demand
will
to
is
amount
from
Rio
one
said
of
this
It
recovering
$20,000.
illness
six
the
of
the
that
Last
but
It
platform
and married
year, at any other
couples.
pected
crew saved themselves in the ship's other similar officials, a number of
in
was
on
classic
followed
and
has
been
the
the
officials
tariff
are
an
plac'ng
by
revision of the
attack of inflamgambling
the customary marriages had been pueblos. Their faces
United States Senators and represenmatory rheumatism which finally in- horse races. Theodore Stensland, son boats.
omitted because the Indians refused features and withal expressive of mys- of some articles on the free list,
cosvolved the heart and the latter ail- of the president, said his father would Commanding Officer Killed Himself. tatives are deeply interested In this
to take out licenses as prescribed by tery and sadness. Some of their
congress and attend Its annual sesment is ascribed as the direct cause return tomorrow.
Captain Paradi, after doing what he sions.
tumes are also reminders of the An
the law passed by' the legislative
RAID
of
with
PULAJANES
her
death.
them
for
could
committed
the passengers,
Rembly a few months preVlously, but cient Greeks and they carry
"The work being done and under
suicide. It is reported tha t he said the
this year, upon the advice of the grace and majesty.
KILL AND BURN The deceased was seventeen years STEAMER REPORTED
by the government
contemplation
of age. She had been
wreck was caused by his imprudence.
living here since
priest they complied with the law.
Outside of visitors from Pena Blanits reclamation service, will
ASHORE ANCHORED He was G2 years old and had had through
The church was crowded, but mostly ea and ether villages, and two score At Abuyon, Island of Leyte Soldiers last September, having come direct
be one of the main topics for discusfrom New York. Left to mourn her
forty-fivyears' experience in navi- sion at the coming meeting.
with Spanish speaking visitors. The visitors from Santa Fe and AlbuquerSince
in PursuitBoating
Party
lass
besides
steamer
the
was owned by considerable work is
Transferred to Railroad gation. The
grief stricken moth- Passengers
done and
Ambushed.
discharge of old muskets and the pro- que, there were but few outsiders
being
er, are a little brother and sister who
Broken Shaft Caused
Navigazione Italiana, of Genoa.
By Tugs
cession were unique features to the present. It is strange that the Santa
Is to be done by this service in New
are here with Mrs. Cox.
the Delay.
The details of these cere- Fe Railway Company does not feavisitors.
Relatives Fight for News of Loved
Mexico the 1906 session will be found
Manila, Aug. 6 One hundred and
Lillinn was a sweet and attractive
monies were minutely described in ture these dances which are certainly fifty Pnlajanes pierced the military
of great interest to our people. I am
i Ones.
London, Aug., 6. The steamer Puriconvenan Illustrated article in the Daily worth while advertising. On the oth- cordou, burned the municipal build- girl, just blossoming out into womanGenoa, Italy, Aug. 6. The loss of anxious to have men at this
hood and had endeared herself to all tan, of the Fall River line is reportNew Mexican a few days ago as was er hand, the company discourages at- ings, killed the
of the
the steamer Sirio caused intense ex- tion, who will profit by it and who will
her
acquaintances.
ed ashore west of the New London
s
citement among relatives and friends do what ever is necessary for the
ajso the Indian dance of the after- tendance for its dispatcher at Las
town, two members of the constabu
The remains may be brought to San- light house. A tug has been sent to
noon which this year was especially
refused to Issue orders to stop lary and three policemen at Abuyon,
of the Italian passengers and crew, safeguarding of New Mexico's extenta Fe for burial.
the steamer's assistance. The Purl- fine.
most of whom lived in this vicinity. sive interests In this line.
the trains at the village for the ac- Island of Leyte. A hundred soldiers
tan was bound from New York to
from
visitors
the
the
of
of
io
are
commodation
SunThe crowd assumed a threatening asBest Dance in Afternoon Until
pursuit
and constabulary
Fall River. The fog over the harbor
Santa Fe although these visitors had raiders. Major Crawford and Captain ANNUAL MEETING
pect against the officers of the Italian HOTEL MAN TO
down.
Is
dense.
bought their tickets from the local Knauber, with a lieutenant and eight
Puri- Navigation Company to which the
It began at noon by the
the
was
learned
that
Later
it
AID PROHIBITION
OF STOCKHOLDERS tan had not run aground, but had Sirio belonged, declaring that the
nirent with the understanding and the constabulary men, were ambushed by
emerging from the easttrain would Igorotes, while shooting the rapids
off facta were being withheld. The Sirio
ern estufa, followed soon by the first definite promise that the
and
had
anchored
a
broken
shaft
on Friday even- of the Abulung River, Luzon, on a Of Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company
1
years' service Will Donate $500,000 a Year Income
band of dancers in brilliant costumes. stop No. going down
Sarah's Ledge. Eight hundred pas- had seen twenty-thre8 coming up on Saturday raft, Crawford and five
men were
E. P. Ripley Elected President
No,
and
From Alaska Mines to Fight
ing
sunwas
The dancing
sengers bound from New York to but was considered in a
kept up until
refused
Other Officers.
wounded with arrows.
Saloons,
Fall River were transferred to a rail- condition.
down and besides being a spectacle evening, but the dispatcher
ac'
issue the order. However, this
road.
From Captain Says Crew
Dispatch
aglow with color and of constant evo- to
the visitors
The annual meeting of the stockSafe.
lutions which included simultaneously commodation was granted
Tacoma, Wash., Aug., 6. J. B. Maron Saturday morn- INVESTIGATING DEN
holders of the Cerrillos Coal and Iron
from
Albuquerque
a
movement
forward
and
the dancing
6. The Italian General tin, a Cincinnati hotel keeper, declares
Rome,
Aug.
uncommatters more
was held this morning in the MANY HEAT
FRAUDS Company
from one estufa to another and to ing. To make
Navigation Company, owners of the he will devote the proceeds of his
Fe
it was VER ELECTION
office of the First National Bank of
0
the shrine of Santo Domingo erected fortable for the Santaat party,from 10
PROSTRATIONS TODAY wrecked steamer Sirio, received a Alaska mining properties, up to
Santa
Fe.
remain
The
old
directors
to
were
Lamy
under a bower of green branches in compelled
For Tomorrow Judge Rea year to the cause of prohibition
last
dispatch
to
night,
purporting
1 a. m. Sunday Case Set
in
and
until
turn
the In New
they
the center of the pueblo, it was also p. m., Saturday,
York Yesterday Hottest of come from the captain of the Sirio, in the United States. He says eventufused to Grant Writ of Prohibithe east,
former officers.
a remarkable demonstration of the waiting for train No. 7 from
Man on Fire Escape
Prevent
to
Season
tion
Hearing.
reserving his report of the details of ally the prohibition party will wipe
occaE. P. Ripley, president of the Atchiendurance of the 175 Pueblos who par- although recently upon three
Falls to His Death.
the vrreik, but saying the crew was out the liquor traffic in America. Marwere few passenson, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
0.
District
safe.
Colo.,
Aug.
This raises the possibility that tin is en route to Alaska to start deticipated, for the sun was very hot sions, when there
Denver,
sent
and the dancing never ceased for sev- gers, the Lamy branch train was
New York, Aug. 6. With the tem- the cap'aln ultimately was jsscued.
Booth M. Malone, today refused Company, who is also president of the
velopment work on his claims.
Judge
en long hours. Words fail to describe into Santa Fe by the dispatcher to grant a writ of prohibition to pre- Cerrillos Coal and Iron Company, was perature of 78 degrees and a humidParadi
Lost
Two
Captain
8hps.
the effect upon the visitor and cannot without waiting for train No. 7, It vent an Investigation in the county not present atthemeetingofthe stock- ity of 83 per cent this forenoon, today
Cartagena, Aug., G. Captain Paradi PRESIDENT ENTERTAINS
holders. Those in attendance were;
to prove as oppressive as Is said to have
convey 10 the mind an adequate pic- appears very much as if the dispatch- court of alleged frauds at the election
promises
commanded
AT LUNCHEON
ture or reproduce the weird music er at Us Vegas, for some "ooult" in May, at which on the face of the J. H. Vaughn and R. J. Palen, both of yesterday, which recorded the hottest the Perseus whichformerly
sank off Cartagena.
Twitchell of Las weather of the year. Three deaths
that formed the accompaniment. Even reason has it in for Santa Fe. The returns, franchises were granted the this city,Allandof R. E. shares
of
Many
Sirio
on
were
passengers
the
were
the
should
repre- and many
prostrations were reported deck as the steamer disappeared. The Largest Affair of Season at Sagamore
Denver City Tramway and Gas and Vegas.
photographs cannot do the dance jus higher officials of the road
sented. The following constitute the
of
and thousands hastened boats were so overcrowded
today
early
tice although a moving picture with look into his actions for the benefit
Electric Companies. An investiga- board of directors:
Hill Senator Penrose a
that a
B. P. Ripley, W.
phonograph accompaniment may come the traveling public and the reputation tion is set for tomorrow before Judge B. Jansen, R. E. Twitchell, J. H. to nearby resorts in quest of a cooler number of them immediately capsizVisitor.
of
people
atmosphere. One man sleeping on a ed.
near to it. There would be lacking of the road. The number
Benjamin B. Lindsay.
R.
and
J.
Palen.
Vaughn
fire escape today fell to the street
the intensely blue sky, the imposing who were compelled to wait three
President
and
Oyster Bay, Aug., 6.
Immediately after the electing of and was killed.
back ground of mountains, the sweep hours at Lamy was twenty-threentertained at SagastockRoosevelt
IN
new
SANCTIONED
board
of
directors
EXTRA
the
BEGUN
the
ARGUMENT
today
besides
Santo
the
Domingo
archiIncluded,
of the broad river, the quaint
SCHOOL LEVY. more Hill the largest luncheon party
HARTJE DIVORCE CASE. holders' meeting was adjourned n"
tecture of the surrounding houses and party, S. B. Grlmshaw, manager of the
which has gathered there this seathen the directors met tp elect off- HEAVIEST RAIN OF SEASON
the many incidents illustrative of Santa Fe Central Railway, Frank
IN SOCORRO COUNTY.
6. Arguments in icers.
At Alamogordo last week, at a son. Senator Penrose today paid
Aug.
of
Santa
Fe
the
Water
Pittsburg,
Owen,
manager
and
life
Many
native habits,
thought
special election, a special levy of his second visit of the season to the
The officers for the ensuing year
begun
have been the attempts to describe and Light Company, J. W. McKean, the Hartje divorce case were
of the season oc- seven and a half mills for public President.
The
rains
heaviest
B.
attendIn
were
W.
E.
P.
The
will
be
American
of
principals
the
Ripley,
president;
today.
Sunday
these dances, to fathom their symbol- missionary
curred in Socorro Saturday afternoon school purposes was sanctioned by a
ance and followed the proceedings Jansen, vice president, and E. L.
ism, but all seem unsatisfactory to Softool Union; and a number of travel70 to 1.
vote
and evening.
We print tha latest and best news.
secretary and treasurer.
with interest.
those Who have ",wn the dance, which ing men and tourists,

Quick Workby Gov
ernment Officers
the Cause.

Santo Domingo Entertained Many
Spectators.

Named Today By

Run Caused by
port that Cashier

ts

September 3.

Absconded.

JOT,

two-third- s

vailsFear

Ros-wel- l,

PERSONS

In Chicago

In Wreck of Italian
Steamer Sirio
of Genoa.

Jury

Investigation
gins Today.

0

J

Pnhi.

e

Ve-ca-

e

sea-wort-

$500,-00-

e

Cope-land-
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TRUTHFUL REPORTS.
permanent residents of (he
This Is a gratifying state of
affairs, which cannot bo too much ad- Santa Fe Reads Them With .Uncommon Interest.
vert! sod.
A Santa Fe citizen tells his experiSanta Fe can be made the most ence in the following statement. No
comfortable, the prettiest and health-les- t better evidence than this can be had.
city on this continent. Nature has The truthful reports of friends and
the
done more to make it become such, neighbors is the best proof In
than it has for any other place world. Read and be convinced.
Hilario Sandoval, painter and paper
North and South Amerthe
on
ican
Cleanliness, an hanger, San Francisco Street, says:
.continents.
efllclen't
government, paved "Anyone engaged In my calling recity
street crossings, quires a good sound back and If
and
sidewalks
or his anatomy gives out or
iflnd street sprinkling, however, are that part
lame
is
and aching for six or
weak,
cardo
must
tnat
items
the
among
cannot perform the
seven
he
months,
can
before
truth
it
ried into effect,
work without great disfully be said that this city can become ordinary day's
comfort. Aly backache never compell
the health resort and tourists' town
cd me to stop work, but to say the
the
excellence.
Unfortunately
par
least it was decidedly Irksomo when
city administration cannot be counted in the acute stage. Gradually as con
of
on to do much. Hence the Board
tinued the treatment with Dean's KidTrade and the Woman's Board of
Pills
at Ireland's drug
Twin must actively ami strenuously ney the procuredceased and in a comstore,
aching
take hold of the present bad situation
short space of time totally
to change and correct paratively
an(i ,iot erml-udisappeared."
1,
for (ihe .hpMer. No time, is to be
For sale by all dealers. Trice t0
lost.
Co., Buffalo
cents.
iNow York, sole ngents for tho United
The Republican voters of the state States.
's
nnd
of Illinois in their recent primaries
Remember the
of lake no other.
have declared for the
U. S. Senator Shelby M. Cnllom, by
The primary eleca large majority.
l.pgsl blanks of evety description,
tion law and the Republicans of the and conforming to the laws of Nan
slate worked wisely at the first trial Mexico, are on hand and for salu b.
of the new system. The veteran Sen'h New MeTlosn Print In Ompany
ator has done his state such great and
good service that it was but proper
A "want nd" in the New Mexican
and meet to return him to the seat
brings sure results.
which he has so ably and satisfactorily filled for, lo, these many years.
Special summer rates to i.os Ange
les, Kan Francisco, and Pacific Cons
The hum) of the appropriations
points by way of the Sum a l'e Cen
made by Congress will not be harshtral
Railway. K. P. & H. W. Railway,
as
the
long
by
ly criticised
people
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
as they know that money's worth is
Per Information call nn or address P.
received for every dollar spent. Ttight n.
Crlnishaw, general passenwr agent.
here the New Mexican violates no
the
that
in
peoconfidence
asserting
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
ple of Albuquerque do not consider
that the sum of $100,000 appropriated
Herewith nro some bargains offered
for a federal building In their town by he New Mexican Priming Com
puny: Code of Civil Procedure o( the
through the efforts of Delegate
II. Andrews Is one cent too much.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheet
bound ?i; paper bound, 7"c; Missouri
Although Governor A. B. Cummins Pleading forms, $r; Missouri Code
was
by the recent Iowa Pleadings, J6; the two for $10; AdaptRepublican convention, still his sup- ed to New Mexico Code, l,ws of New
porters cannot claim a victory over Mexico, 1S!)0, l!)01, nnd 100;:, English
s
in tho gathering. leather, f,1; 1005 English and Spanish
the
a or the round trip, $1G.!0, tickets good
The Governor's nomination was
pamphlet, $2.25; full
good deal of a compromise and he and Spanish
had best govern himself accordingly Pamphlet, $2.75; mil leather $:U0;
Pocket
Flexible
Cover
during the campaign. If he is wise Sheriff's
two
cr
he will do Docket.
anil wants to he
single, $1.25:
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Sn
so.
preme Court Reports, Jios. S to 10, in
Rich insurance men and their elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
families are not noted as much at $..30 each ; Compilation corporation
fashionable eastern summer resorts Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws
this vear as heretofore. The reason oOe; Money's Digest of New Mexico
is plain. Most of the men are hiding Reports, full sheep, Jfi.f.0, delivered;
away in Europe and the sources of full list school blanks.
great supply of the money for their
families have been cut off to a great
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
degree.
Tho new marriage license law re
quires probate clerks lo post three
According to U. S. Senator W. E. copies of tho new law In conspicuous
Clark, politics does not pay; yet, this places in each precinct, The New
great and reverend Senator is build- Mexican hns printed the law neatly
ing a residence in New York City on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
which will cost over $7,000,000 before orders In English or Spanish at fifty
completion. He made his money, so cents foe eaeh poaler. Probata clerks
he claims, out. of copper mining and should enter their orders Immediately,
legitimate stock transactions, "that's as the new law went Into effect oil
what he says."
become
valley.

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y Treat.
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The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postolBee In the Territor md
'"tp an. I growing circulation
uinotiK the Intelligent and progressive fenpie m me Southwest,

is
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SUNSHINE" one. Every Arizonan should read this
LAND OF
rich treasury of Information of New
GOOD IN ARIZONA.
Mexico and iher resources, In health,
of
late
of
Bureau
The
immigration

TO THE
DOING

has sent a large number of copies of
the second edition of "To the Land of
Sunshine," which contains 440 pages,
of which about 200 are full page Illustrations, to newspaper editors and
prominent citizens of the sister territory. It is becoming established that
this action on the part of the bureau
is turning out well and beneficial as
Arizona papers, although
several
t
statehood, have
strongly
given the work favorable notices and
advertising, thus calling the attention
of citizens of Arizona to the real conditions and the great resources of the
Sunshine Territory. Several of the
t
statehood papers have
strong
done much better and have 'published
exhaustive favorable editorial comments on the book and are now using
it as a text book and for extracting
therefrom. The latest Instance is a
column editorial In one of the most
widely circulated and most influential
daily papers of the sister territory,
namely, the Arizona Star, which In a
lengthy editorial review of itihe work,
puts New Mexico and Its 'people in a
very favorable aspect before lis read
ers and 'the people of Arizona generIn Its issue of August 2d, the
ally.
Star says:
" 'To tho Land of Sunshine' Is the
title of a second edition of a publication issued by the Bureau of Immigration of New Mexico compiled and edited by Colonel Max. Frost and Paul
A. F. Walter of Santa Fe, New Mexianti-Join-

pro-join-

co.

j

wealth and happiness."

PROSPERITY AND DIAMONDS.
There are calamity howlers in the
Tnlted States who cannot sleep of
nights because the country is going
to rack and ruin on account of the
and
dishonesty
great corruption
which they say prevails in administrative affairs, national, state, city ami
this ilk are in
A few of
county.
New Mexico and like a few frogs are
no
making some noise, no more and
less.
On the oilier

hand it is well established that the people of the United Slates were never more .prosperous and busy in their history and thai
the business of the country was never in better or more profitable shape.
Official bulletins published every once
In a while by the treasury department
or by the department of commerce
and labor, bring out facts which prove
absolutely that this is the case. A
recent point is from the treasury department showing that $::r,000.000
worth of diamonds were imported into this country during tho last fiscal
year. Rather a nice bit of money to
hunpay out by poor,
gry serfs. The Chicago Record Herald, commenting upon this fact says
that last year $35,000,000 worth of
diamonds were imported into this
country. In ISO" the Imports were
slightly less than $2,000,000. Nine
years of prosperity mean seventeen
times as much money spent for this
article of luxury. Here is a whole
history of American spending money
In a nutshell.
Diamonds make up normally from
of our imto
ports of jewelry. Last year the imports reached a total of a little over
In the early '00s they
ranged somewhat under $15,000,000 a
year. In the hard times they fell to
as low as $3,500,000. Since 1S98 they
have been steadily climbing upward
from $10,000,000 to the present record
down-trodde-

Fosler-Milbnr-

nnmc--Donn-

stand-patter-

FOR THE CHILDREN
Hidden Quailru jie

1. Do go with me, please.
2. We have been playing

blind nian'i

seven-eighth-

s

Of PHILADELPHIA, PA.

teat

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company,

I struck out nil ambiguous phrases.
There was a small rebellion at
school today.
7. Philip Ignored her completely.
8. The author sent me the book.
9. Put the pan there always.
10. Yes, braze brackets and everything.
11. Of his life work not a vestige remains.
12. He was the romantic owner of a
fine old country bouse.
Answers. 1, dog; 2, buffalo; 3, cat; 4,
camel; 5, lamb; 0, lion; 7, pig; 8, borse;
9, panther; 10, zebra; II, tiger; 12, coiv.
6.
6.

Jiational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL

e.

How have tbe boys nnd girls who are
studying geography been taught to
pronounce the name Hawaii? Tbe usual method is Hahwte. wltb the second
syllable accented nnd the long, as in
fine. It seems, however, that Ibis Is
not In accordance with the best use In
Hawaii itself. A. high cast Huwallau
woman who Is well educated In ber
own and In the English language says
that It Is properly pronounced
though more generally
There is no w in the Hawaiian
alphabet, v giving the nearest sound
to it; a Is broad, like our a in fall, and
I
like e. Moreover, every vowel Is
sounded, and if the rule be strictly folis the correct prolowed Hall
nunciation. This woman says, howIs more in use,
ever, that
being regarded as an af
fectatiou.

WILLIAM VAUQHN, Propi

One of the Best Hotels in the West

1

Cuisbt and Table Scrviw Unexcelled
Lftffs Saatfla Ro

.

lvACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.

Ilah-wah-- e

wife's little daughter

I

'Hull

R
E

.mi

r

HOTEL
American and European Plan. Ccmmodlous Sample RootitB. Stefltn
Ilcnted. Electric Idghtedl Every Room n Good One. .Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

once fell very

111,

It

A

What Happen, lu ulna.
Wbeu a poor little Chinese boy or girl
falls sick be or she does not have the
comforts nud cure that you do. His
bed is of brick, his pillow Is stuffed
with bran or sirnss seed, he has no
sheets and bis food is ill adapted for u
sick stomach. His aurse may lie loving, but is far from skillful. The skill
of the doctor is shown by tbe following
rhyme:
My

tiieI

C
L

vab-e--

,

And we called for a doctor to give her a
pill.

He wrote a prescript ion, which now we
will give her.
In which he has ordered a mosquito's
liver
And then in addition the heart of a flea
And a half pint of fly wlns to make her
some tea.

Cofonaclo Hotel
The Best 50c iiooins in the Southwest.
TJestmirnnt iu Connection.
Short Ordew Served Night uud Pay.
Rpgiilnr Meal;;, 2 fa.
Sitvob First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
South Side Haza.
222 San Francisco St.

G.

LUPP HERRFRA. Proprietor.
.SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Minlnri)

ror

TENT

f E SAfllTApfl

Srientiliu Method

COTTAGES

FOR

for Treatment of Disease.

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerHint and treatment ns approved by leading medical authorities.
son nl study and attention given ouch case. Separate hospital for fever

and other patients. For further particulars address.
J. H. SI.OAN, Medical Director, SANTA

y

,

n fag Commudal Tfarclen.

.

nine-tenth- s

blood-thirst-

PHY

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENN MUTUAL

next Thursday.
4. 1 came late and bad to take a back

in

E

AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

GENERAL

buff a long time and want to do some- thing else now.
8. There will be a picnic at the grove

"Here is one of the most intensely
interesting, Instructive and inspiring
products of the mind and the press, it
An Intrrestlnur Kiiterimeol.
has been our pleasure to read, and
A beautiful Utile experiment that
con over and over, because of the rich
shows tbe relation between friction
mine of information it contains of our
and pressure Is due to Robert S. Ball.
sister territory, New Mexico.
Jr. Take a yardstick or any smooth
"The history, the physical condistraight rod of uniform section, anil
tions, resources of wealth and health,
support it upon nu outstretched fluger
The
are evidences of
of each band. Then move the sup
many tribes of Indians, their habits
porting fingers inward toward the cenand history, the products of the soil,
ter of the rod. The fingers will invarithe pasture ranges, the mountains
ably meet at ibc center, although at
and valleys are all so much like unto figure.
the outset one may have been much
facts and things of Arizona that in
The Kaffirs in the diamond mines
more distant than the other. The reaof
the
Land
'To
the
of
a
South Africa get. $1.20
pages
perusing
day. There
son
is because the resistance to sliding,
of
Sunshine' we feel we are reading
are five mines In the rich territory
arising from pressure, is inversely pro
Arizona and our wonderful resources, that yield from $17,000 to $12,000
portional to tbe distance from the mevaried in kind and description.
worth of diamonds a day. The price
dial Hue of tbe rod. Sliding takes
"Then when we read of the history of diamonds is "boosted" B per cent
place over that finger which Is the
if the people of New Mexico, aread several times each year. The
people
more distant from tbe center.
DO.
WILL
WE
WHAT
he names of her mountain ranges ind of the United States in prosperous
French duels are not popular. In
the eVly times buy upward of
by
of ail South Carolina. Two editors In the Whenever you want in easy shave)
'alleys christened
or
Christian fathers who more than 2
the diamonds bought in the world. old South state having more fighting As good ns barbers ever gave,
The pronunciation of this word Inus
In
our
salon
cross
call
at
Just
od
this
the
The
field
more
went
than
ago planted
sense,
upon the
they have the more they spirit
volves a very nice point In the study of
of honor and mortally wounded eaeh At. morn or eve or busy non.
region, tamed, civilized and christian- seem to want.
our
language. The word was takeu diwith
We'll
hair
curl and dress the
ized so many tribes of Indians, estabThe sermons in stones have not j otner. The French say such perfor
from the Latin, and Its natural
rectly
lished Spanish colonies, we remem- ceased to be available.
mances are silly and the French are
grace,
pronunciation, therefore, Is
We'll suit the contour of your face.
ber Arizona was then a part of New
right.
with the accent on the second syllable.
Onr
n
Mexico and the unselfish labors of
sharp and scissors keen,
!."'
IN SANTA
GAMBLING
FE.
In Latin it has no singular number, but
Is
neat
are
Our
towels
and
clean,
these pioneers were extended through.
shop
Hurry Thaw Is pleading emotional
The Las Vegas Opllc is waging a
good
usage has made one In English,
we
find
think you'll
in the case against him for And everything
this region then part of New Mexico, good
and as that is generally profor morality and decency insanity
aotipode,
fight
tne murder of Stanford White. The To suit the tasie and nlflase he mind, nounced au
but now Arizona,
In the Meadow
with the accent on
City. The New MexiW. Robert's
"We likewise discover that the con- can is
plea will not amount to much but the Firsf class bath room,
the first syllable, there is a growing
this with great inter- millions
watching
217
IC.
Salmon
iO.
Barber
it
will
Block,
be
used
Shop,
likely
backing
quest of the
Apaches est and wishes its esteemed contemtendency to accent the plural form in
In such a manner as to allow him to San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, M. M.
was the work of both the residents of
the same way. Both methods, how-- '
the greatest of success. In an
porary
...
.,
go scot free.
New Mexico and Arizona. Hence both endeavor
ever, are sanctioned by good authority.
to
the
and
stop
gambling
of these people share equally In the Indecent
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
conduct of saloons, .the paper
The fact that Washington Is not
glory of these and other achieve- is deserving of the
I'oucemJiiic Cottou,
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
strongest
support
San-a
ns
summer
resort
as
ments. The early settlers of New Mex- of
pleasant
June 1st to September :'.fnh inoj t'ottou grows in warm climates. The
the best citizenship
in
the ta Fe for
instance, easily explains
ico were likewise the early settlers
United States produces about
Meadow
In tills
City.
city the the fact. that, when the Congress of Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
of the region now comprised within
of the cotton grown lu tbe world
Colo-- i
ar.
nnd
return
of
rate
the
New
$22.S0;
Mexican
finds
that the the Fnited States does business In
Sea Island cotton Is the best growu.
the borders of Arizona.
rado
$17.55.
Pueblo,
$i!U5;
Springs,
gambling and saloon questions are the National Capital in June it makes
The cotton bushes grow about three
"It Is interesting to note how close- not
Tickets on sale daily and are good for
at all a paramount issue and are mistakes.
feet high.
Negroes are mostly emly allied are the interests of the peo- not
return passage until October 31st.
attention.
any
attracting
public
ployed to pick the cottou. After tht
ple of Arizona, and New Mexico. This The reasons are
S, UJTZ, Agent.
H.
For
size
the
plain.
Your Uncle Jop Cannon is not as
cotton is picked it is put into the cot- from the similarity of their people in of this
Sanla Fe, N. M.
city, i t has the smallest num- old as he mlshf be. He now numbers
ton giu, a machine Invented by Eli
history, habits, education and religion. ber of saloons not
only in this Terri- seventy years. Just Imagine, were he
Whitney, wbicli separates the seeds
"This because of the similarity of
TO CLOUDCROFT.
tory, but pretty much anywhere In twenty years younger and Speaker of
from the cottou.
the climate, wealth, resources and In- this
country, except, in the prohibition tbe National House of Representa- A Summer Resort in Our Own TerriThe cotton is theu baled and seut to
dustries. It is particularly noticeable slates.
is
tory.
it
proper to assert tives:
market to be manufactured
into
that the agricultural resources of New that the Indeed,
saloons of the Capital give
Commencing June 1st, good for re- thread, cloth and other useful articles,
Mexico are much, very much greater no
trouble and are very seldom the
There is no apparent, valid reason turn September 29th, 1008, the Santa
than are those of Arizona.
scenes of serious disturbances. Gam- why the Republicans of the country Fe Central Hallway, In connection
What la n Creole
"There are larger opportunities for
while licensed here under the should not "stand pat" on the House with the K. P. & S. W. Railway will
There is a widespread belief that a
those seeking farm homes. Out door bling,
statutes of the Territory, is not put- majority; and from the signs of the pell round trip tickets at the low rate Creole is a person who has African
employments which ranch life in this
ting itself forward and but. little heed times the New Mexican concludes of $ I4.cn. For advertising matter de- blood In his veins. This Is a great er
limitation. is
region offers without
paid to It, except by those who de- that they will do so on November fith scriptive of Clondcroft, call on or ad- ror. That term Is applied chiefly lu
These industries are set forth in this
sire to engage In It and they are few next.
dress S. B. (irlmshaw, Ueneral Pas- Louisiana to persons who were born
one
under
publicatioa
hundred when
nearly
tbere of European parents, specifically
senger Agent.
compared with the population
different heads or subjects.
inof French parents. It Is also applied
here. Further the gambling houses
An
correspondent
Albuquerque
"In fact, every day in New Mexico
to tbe children of those who were so
are quietly and unostentatiously con- forms the New Mexican that people
like unto Arizona ijone of seed time
born.
ducted. In this respect Santa Fe is in the Duke City cannot sleep these
and harvest; thus the unlimited indusfar superior lo any of the larger towns nights and that there 3s much in
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
tries peculiar to farm life are brought of the
Ten I. Idle Flnaen.
Territory. This being the case, somnia prevalent there. Here is your
Commencing May 1st and until Ssp-- i Ten little troublesome
out to the limit In this favored region
lingers,
there is but IK tie to say in the matter explanation
for the fact that the 'tern ber SOth the Santa Fe will sell lick-el- s
Ten little llnser nails,
and are told in an attractive way in from
e
a Santa Fe standpoint. This pa- Duke City Is a
on each Tuesday, Thursday and Pattering; on the piano,
place.
this treasury of information.
Scattering over the scales. '
per believes that if statehood does
Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di"Then there is a fund of informa- not
nnd clacking and clatterlns.
come under the Hamilton joint
An eastern paper says that the meat ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 Clicking
Each In the other'i way
tion concerning each and every coun- statehood
the LtttlefteM
limit of What trying and sighing
law,
will now carry out their plans for the round trip. Return
and
packers
ty. The leading towns, settlements
r
To teach Ititle children lo play
bill
will
be speedily to make the consumers pay for all ticket November 30th, 1906.
and cities and the leading features
passed in the second session of the their troubles and losses of money. allowed In California. For particulars To play? I call It
and industries of each, so that the 59th
working,
Should statehood come That paper is behind the times;
When ten little Angers like mine
the cal nn agents of the Santa Fe.
home seeker can find just what he it Is Congress.
Are
H.
S.
and
LUTZ, Agent,
certain that public gambling will meat packers have been at that busibumping
stumping and thumping
wants and where to go to find It.
And never will fall Into line!
be
Santa Fe, N. M.
by the constitution of ness for some time.
"Tho statistical Information i3 val- the prohibited
They fumble and tumble and stumble;
new state and that necessary reThey trip, and they skip, and they hop,
uable. This includes population, edu- striction
And just when the music is gayest
will be Imposed
the saThese fine summer days it seems
cation, public schools and a large loon busines. Therefore upon
They come to an obstinate stop.
the
range of other educational institu- is not a burning one In the question to be much better to be President
Do
Capital.
you think that mamma's pretty linof the United Stales than Czar of
tions, churches of many denominations
gers,
all the Russias.
and the value of the property held by GRATIFYING
Sagamore MM is
Which
sparkle and dance on the keys,
STATE OF AFFAIRS
more
much
While
the music Is rippling below them.
a
and
them.
pleasant
certainly
IN ESTANCIA
VALLEY.
Were ever so clumsy as these?
resort
or
Peterhof
safer
than
is
"It Is also Interesting to note the
I would work: I would patiently practice-H- ow
From twenty to thirty homeseekers
Twirsko Zola,
financial conditions of the respective have arrived
patiently, day after day!
weekly in the Estancia
If I though that mv patience and prae-tl- c
counties and likewise the territorial valley for some months
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
past. These
IT.
It is said that
S. Senator Tillman
indebtedness, both of which are less people are visiting the valley In adArrive.
Would id in such beautiful play.
of South Carolina, and
W. No. 721
than are the county and territorial in dition to the regular "every
12:01 p. m.
other
debtedness of Arizona. This, however, week" homeseekers' excursions which E. Chandler of New Hampshire, will No. 723
6:15 p.m.
The New Mexican Printing Company
4s accounted for from the
0:40 p.m. has on hand a large supply of pads
fact that are arriving there from Kansas, via not call on the President at Oyster No. 725
New Mexico has had an organized the Santa Fe and the Santa Fe Cen- Bay to pay him a social visit. The
and tablets suitable for school work,
Depart.
government longer than has Arizona tral Railways and from Oklahoma, indications are that the report Is true. No. 720
,....,...9:00 a. m. the desk, and also for lawyers and
No. 722
,
and become better acquainted with the Missouri and southern Kansas over
4:20 p. m. merchants; good anywhere. We will
rules of economy in the administration the Rock Island system and the San7:30 p. m. sell them at five cents In hook form,
The loudest
shouters No. 724
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 woat.
of public affairs.
but will give a discount on quantities,
ta Fe Central. A goodly .proportion of In the Sunshine Territory are among
No. 724 connects w!h No. 7 west.
"To tell of all the valuable Infor these homeseekers after carefully ex- those who are deep in the mire of
No. 1 stopa at all stations.
mation of 'To the Land of Sunshine' amining the conditions in the valley corruption and always ready to work
The New Mexican Printing Company
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
Great reformers they
would be to publish the book entire. have made and are making homestead "a hold-up.is prepared to furnish cards de vislte
To read it is to become dn love with entries and have become and are be- until they are bought up.
jto Albuquerque to discharge passeii- - for ladles or gentlemen on short nogera from Santa Fe.
our sister territory, to feel Arizona coming permanent settlers. They
tice, In first class style at reasonable
H. 8. UITZ, Agent.
and New Mexico ere one, or should know what they are doing as they In
Democrats
Pennsylvania
having j
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
be from every consideration
City Ticket Office, Craton Blfc, east on tbe New Mexican Printing Comwhich vestigate thoroughly before locating. tired of years of confusion, will now
gide Plaza,
Fe, New Mexico,
binds people together and makes them A large majority of them bid fair to have a try without the "con."
pany and leave your orders.
s
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THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa P.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
nd the Pecos Valley, Bavlng passengers and mills at least 24 hours in
time In making these pojnts; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east am

et.

J.

Leave Torrance for Roswell daily at
a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance daily at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
forcarrying the mall, but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about ball the time. Grips and harfd
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
4

W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexic
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WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mtxlco. Established In 1170.
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital lUO.Wt.

lurelus

Untllvl

ana"

g
4

The

S

Graphic Description
By Eye Witnesses
!of Fight.

8

Proflta KMN.

4

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
tionsy on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col
atsral sscurlty, I3uys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic tranefere of money to all parts of the civilized
world on aa liberal terms ae are ylven by any
agency, public or private. Intereet a'lowed on time deposits at ths
rate of three per cent per annum, on a alx month' or year's term,
Liberal advancee made on eonelgnrnente of live stock and products.
Ths bank execute all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all rsspects, as Is consistent with safety and the principles of eound banking. Safety Deposit boxss for rst.L The patronage of the publlo le reepsotfully

$
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THE MILITARY

MEXICO,

SAVED

plete;

SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO

all furnishings ami equipments madam and comelectrlc-llgutoi- l,
all crinvenlenis,
baths, water-work-

New buildings,

steam-heate-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

sustain.

95d pur

shree terms of thlrtuen wenks eauh.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700
Sunshine every day (roni September
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M Keed,
Flnlay snd E, A. Cahoon
COL
For particulars address

Ntimi

l

feet above
to June.
M.

W,

J.

W.

Atkinson,

W. WILLSON,

A.

Supi

0J0 CAUEfllTE t)0T SPRINGS.
tLfcse waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, 'Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affection, Scrofula, Catarrh, l,a Orlppe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; tit
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente
can leave Sants, Fe at 9 a. m and
reach OJo Caliente at 4 .. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Caliente, $7.40 For further
particulars, address

These Celebiated Hot Spring are
located In the midBt of the Ancient
miles weBt
:ilH Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally lino of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
ver? dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for ths convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
l.CSt.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In tfcn world. The efficacy of
Bar-ane-
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Mexican

Filigree

JEWELRY

China- -

arid Jewelry VV.irk a Spiiclalty. Navaho lings and
Honda. Flllree at Wholesale and Ufttall.
Wen Sidn Plaza. Santa Fe, N. M.

n

P. F. HANLEY.
-D-

EALER

IN-F-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wines for Family Ubc.
OUR SPECIALTIES -- Old Crow, McBraycr
Gnckf nhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

STREET, SANTA FE

SAN FRANCISCO

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
A Wide

Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN

RUNNING THROUGH

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Also Another. Fast Thro' Train Dally,

Folders, rate9, schedules and other information regarding ?n

trip cheerfully furnished

J.

A.

on

application to

Agent,
Torrance, X.

M

"

'

HILDEBRANT,

"

v
.

at Wlllard and pump

as far east as the Rock Island.

water

THE

'

V. R. STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex.

The

com-

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

SOUTHWEST

The town site Is owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen.
Secretary.

WILBUR A. OUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER. Treasurer,

(Vlgr.

WM. R. BERGER,

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT,
Aflent, Estaneia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The .loan Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett.

The following graphic account of
the battle of Glorleta, which was
fought eighteen miles southeast of
Santa Fe and was one of the most Imof
Civil
battles
the
portant
as It
Southwest
war, In the
saved the Southwest to the Union, was
recently published in the Sunday edition of the Rocky Mountain News:
"If it had not been for those devils
from Pike's Peak, this country would
have been ours," wrote a Confederate
soldier in describing the First Colorado Regiment of Volunteers, whose
history has no superior for bravery In
action, which withstood heat, cold and
starvation to defend its faith in the
Union.
In the war relic room of the State
House huugs the ragged and faded old
(lug of this regiment of volunteers,
made forty years ago by the women of
Denver, and which was carried through
one of the famous battles of the world,
the battle of Apache Canon, Pigeon's
Ranch, or Glorleta, as it is severally
termed at the present time, It was a
battle that saved the Western country
to the Union when its fate was hanging in the balance, and it is interesting
that there still live in Denver men who
went through these hardships. The accounts given here have never been in
print before, and are from well known
men who took part in the battle of Pigeon's Ranch, which turned the tide
that swept on to victory.
The impression of these Pike's Peak-eris graphically told in auother part
of the same Confederate letter when
describing the preliminary skirmish
on March 20, 18C2, which occurred at
the mouth of Apache Canon between
the First Colorado and Sibley's brigade of Texas. It gave the men on'
both sides a deep respect for each
other's bravery, for it was fought almost hand to hand while the men
could look into each other's eyes when
the smoke cleared for a moment between the combatants in that fearful
struggle.
Like Flying Devils.
"Instead of Mexican and regulars,
they were regular demons, that Iron
and lead had no effect upon, in the
shape of Pike's Peakers. Up the canon
we went for four miles, when we met
the enemy coming down at double
quick, but the grape and shell soon
sopped them. But before we could
form in line of battle their infantry
was upon the hills on both sides of us,
shooting us down like sheep." Further
on he continues: "They had no sooner
got within shooting distance of us
than up came a company of cavalry
at lull charge, with swords and revolvers drawn, looking like so many flying devils. On they came, to what
supposed certain destruction, but nothing like lead or iron seemed to stop
them, for we poured botlt into them
from every side like hail in a storm.
In a moment these devils had run the
gauntlet for a half mile, and were
fighting hand to hand with our men in
the road. The houses that I spoke of
before were 700 or 800 yards to the
right of the road, with a wide ditch
between it and them. Here we felt
safe, but again were mistaken. No
sooner did they see us than some of
thorn turned their horses, jumped the
ditch, and, like demons, came charging on us. It looked as if their horses'
feet never touched the ground unti'
they were among us."
Organizing for the Repulse.
Major Jacob Downing gives this ac
count of that memorable battle of Pigeon's Ranch, or Glorleta, with the
events leading up to it:
"We went into camp at Weld, and
the regiment was drilled there and
spent the winter of 1SGI in quarters-Wthen got news of Canby that the
battle of Valverde had been fought;
that he had been whipped and had ap.
The question
plied for assistance.
was nboiit marching, but the colonel
did not show any disposition to move,
so I wrote an article signed Union,
urging that the regiment be sent to
the front to help Canby. After the
publication of this article I was placed
under arrest. But after a time the
regiment got so mutinous about being
detained here that Colonel Slough had
it announced that he had received orders from General Hunter to go to the
assistance of Canby. The he gave the
orders to march. 1 was released and
headed my company D. We marched
six miles that afternoon in six Inches
of snow.
"The men were poorly clad, didn't
have enough to keep them warm. The
guns were of mixed variety and not all
of the same caliber. The next morning we started and marched about
forty miles, there being three feet of
snow on the divide. We kept It up
until we reached a point called Red
River, and there the colonel thought
the men couldn't stand the continued
forced march, but I made up my mind
to march that night, and the companies
fell in. The colonel joined us about
midnight; and we continued to Maxwell's Ranch, on the Cimarron. Next
morning we started for Fort Union, and
arrived about 8 o'clock In the evening,
and went into camp outside the fort.
We were armed, clothed and furnished
with plenty of commissary and quartermaster stores arms and ammunition.
"Then we started to meet the Tex-anapproaching from Santa Fe, sending four companies as an advance. We
met the enemy about 11 o'clock in Apache Canon, and had a battle with
their advance, whipped them and drove
them back, killing quite a number and
s
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pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining the 'own site and is negotiating for forty acres more.

Union Forces Victorious- Confederates Evacuated
Territory After Defeat

Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates or Stoddard EastBru
Cnliegas.

Railroad Company

Wlllard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance Better come now.

$

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

A. T. 4c S. F.

taking about 150 prisoners.
THE BEAUTIFUL
Encountering the Enemy.
ESPANOLA VALLEY
"Our bugler came in sounding the
alarm and we inarched to the point
of rocks where we could see them. Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
Raising Abundance of Water.
They had two batteries in position.
The Espanola Valley of the Rio
Company D, of which I was captain,
crossed the front of the batteries and Grande beginning twenty miles north
got into the timber on the right. Com- of Santa Fe and extending north
miles to Erobudo is perpanies A and E, Captains Scott An- twenty-fivthony and Wynkoop, went in on the haps the greatest irrigated valley in
left. When Company D got almost to New Mexico. No other valley has a
the rear and on the flank it opened better climate, soil,
variety of profire, and I gave the signal to Major ducts or more abundant
supply of
Chivington that we were opening the water for
The soil in this
Irrigation.
fight and charged down upon the batIs free from al'iali, cold, stormy
teries. Company F was ordered then valley
to charge, being mounted. Riding winters or excessively hot summers;
down the canon on a narrow road, a it is shut ia by high mountains and
ravine on one side and a mountain on ns a fruit district the conditions arc
the other, it gallantly charged the almost perfect. Thousands of acres
enemy. The Texans made two further lie uncultivated and eighty per cent
stands, but we drove them back, and of the waters of the great Rio Grande
that closed the batlle for the first day, roll by unused. Home seekers are
after gathering up the prisoners. The settling here rapidly and moro are
whole time covered was probably be welcomed to help make this beautiful
tween four and five hours.
valley the best in the Rockies.
"Then we fell back to Pigeon's)
For further particulars in general,
Ranch, because there was water there
of bearing orchards, improved
prices
and we could not get it anywhere else
and unimproved lands, etc., address
in the canon, and waited for the
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and imof the main column.
"On the morning of March 28 they migration agent, Espanola, New
joined us, and went right into the
canon, Colonel Chivington taking 444
men to the line, and Company I on SANTA CLARA INDIAN FESTIVAL.
the right, then the rear to burn their Sunday, August 12th,, 1906.
On this occasion the Santa Clara Intrain. 1 went into the column formed for a general battle, In which I lost dians will be joined by 'those of San
forty-twout of eighty men, and Com- Juan and Sau Udefonso and an expany I, twenty-simen, and Lieuten- tended program of dancing, racing and
ant Baker killed.
games lias been arranged.
"During the battle the enemy chargSanta, Fe Iidge of Elks will have
ed our batteries three times with
in charge an excursion to bo run over
and made the most gallant the D. & R. G. Railway on this date,
charges I ever saw, and were only re- train to leave Santa Fe at 8 a. m., repulsed by the supports going to the turning arriving at Santa Fe at 9
front and delivering six volleys and p. m.
charging them with bayonets.
Fare for the round trip fl.60. Tick"There were many daring feats per- ets on sale at Fischer's
Drug Store
formed. One of our soldiers, who was and Kerr's Barber
Shop.
a
saw
a
Confederate
support,
leading
officer with two ivory mounted pistols NATIONAL
ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
sticking out from their holsters. He
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
said he had always longed for a pair
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
of ivory mounted pistols, so he jumpFor the above occasion the Santa Fe
ed out close to the officer, seized them will sell tickets to
Minneapolis and
and got back without being killed.
return at a rate of $31.30.
"Another man of Company I who had
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
an ounce ball put into his temple was good for return
passage Sept. 30th,
taken by one of the boys into the hos- lfme.
who
left
A
and
there.
Texan
pital
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
had been taken there was sitting in a
Santa Fe, N. M.
chair. The fellow said to him: 'You
have been sitting there long enough.
The New Mexican Printing Company
I want to sit down,' and he laid hold
is prepared to fill promptly and satisof him, only to find him dead.
This
factorily all orders for engraved visitseemed to make him still angrier, and ing
cards, marriage announcements,
he took him by the neck and threw Invitations and
all work of that kind.
him out, exclaiming: 'You've no business to be occuping a chair; you're a
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
dead man!'
The above Is the title to a new song
Disregard of Danger.
that is gaining in populatlou every
"A spirit of reckless diregard for day.
The "Bon Ton" Is the title of
danger seemed to possess the men. the best lunch counter and hotel In
They were always joking and laughing. Santa Fe, which Is also gaining In
A fellow would get off a joke and the popularity.
When you eat there once
next moment no was dead. There you have a longing desire to continue
were very few but what were brave. a customer. And the world still
goes
I never saw an instance of cowardice on.
Are you glad?
among the men. They all seemed to!
be there for business.
LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
"We were compelled to fall back beVia the Santa Fe Railway.
cause of numbers and we left a thirty- From Denver, Colorado Springs and
I
two pounder. In forming,
came up Pueblo the Santa Fe
will sell tickets
and saw the gun and called to Bill at one fare for the
round trip. Dates
Smith (W, A. Smith.) He called sev- of sale June 5, 12,
14, 19, 26; July 10,
eral men and they dragged it into 19, 20, 21, 22. 27,
SI; August 7, 14,
the battery and the only man injured 21, 23, 24, 28;
3, 18, 25, 27,
September
to
was one who refused
help drag it 28, 29; October 2, ft, 16; limit 30
days
up.
from date of sale. For particulars in"We had to keep falling back to quire of p.ny
ageut, Santa Fe.
keep the enemy In our front. They
H. S. LUTZ,
unto
our
about
numbered
three
one,
Santa Fe, N. M.
til finally, at the last stand we made,
we opened up on them. But they were
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
gallant men. Couldn't say anything We print the news the day it hapthem.
against
pens.
"At the close of the battle I found
Claf-limyself In command and Captain
REMEMBER!
of the Fifth Infantry, regular army, That
Bon Ton Is the only eating
the
said: 'What shall we do?' I said: 'We
hoube in the city of Santa Fe that
will continue the fight,' but in about
at night. The doors are
five minutes the enemy sent in a flag keeps open
never closed and you can get someof truce.
to eat at any hour of the day or
"We blindfolded the parties and sent thing
them to the colonel commanding, Col- night,
onel Slough. They found ,him at
The Santa Fe Daily New Mexican
Ranch on the Pecos, six miles
from where we were. Colonel Slough is headquarters for all kinds of blanks.
hours to
made a truce of thirty-siThe New Mexican alms to please
bury the dead. That same night, instead of burying the dead, the Texans the beat element In the community. It
Is always bright and It is always clean.
began their retreat.
"We then joined Canby. We went
to Johnson's corral on the An tone Chl-cRoad and joined Canby at Galisteo.
From Galisteo we marched to Peralta
miles
in one day, about
through sand four to six Inches deep.
o
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o
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(Continued on This Page Tomorrow.)
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POOR,

RUN DOWN

WOMAN.

Many a woman who Is weak and all
run down, would thank Dr. Laurltzen
from the bottom of her heart, if she
would only try Laurltzen's Health Table Malt or Malt Tonic, because It
of
would surely make a new woman
her. For sale by,

Remingto

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Phone

26.

CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38.

typewriters

It rou cannot afford to oay for a
dally paper, subscribe tor the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It Is a
good paper to send to your friends.
New Mexican advertising pays.

The New Mexican Printing Co. Agent

Santa Fe Central RaiTy!
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of the best
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northern Santa Vo fnnntr ahnut io,,..
iJ.M..t.
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, 1b for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
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at Santa
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July
Notice la hereby given that the fol
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
la support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N, M., on
August 23, 1906, viz.:
See
Pablo Chavez, for the NE
10, T. 11 N R. 13 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
Frank S. Leyba, Natlvldad Leyha,
Luis Monloya, Maearlo Leyba, all of
Galisteo. N, M.
lowing-name-

MANUEL

MAX, FROST.
Attorney at law.

a

Full-ma-

R. OTE3RO,

Register

CARDS

ATTORMEY3-AT-LAW-

a

Coiiuectiiift at Santa J''e, N. M , with
the iJenver ,v Rio Ormnle Railroad fori
all poiniii in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,!
Montana,
'utihlugtou, and the Great!
Northwest.
Connecting at Torrance for all
polntb eawi and west with Golden State
Limited nuins Nos. 43 and 44.
berths lettei ved by wire.
For rates and information address
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
To and From Rotwell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for
at 4 a. m, and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p, in. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
Reserve seats on automobile bj
$10.
wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Line.
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land

PROFESSIONAL

New Mexico.
RICHARD

Phone

H. HANNA.

Attorney! at Law.
6G.

Office, Qrlffln

Bit

Q. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courta
and gives special attention to casea
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office, Capitol Bids;., Santa Fe. N. M.
BENJAMIN

M. READ,

Attorney at law.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Office, Sena Blk,
Palace Are.
CHAS.

A. LAW,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

U. S. Land Office Practice, a
Specialty.

Clfly'".
George

New Mexico.

Spence.
SPENCE

&

N. S. Rose.
ROSE.

Attorney,

Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Estancla.
New Mexico.
WILLIAM

H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Laa Cnices, New Mexico.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District.
A. W. POLLARD,

....

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
Demlng
New Mexico.
J.

a Bonham.

a. o. Wade.

ONHAM A WADE,

Attorneya at Lv,t.
Practice in the Supreme and District Court of the Territory, in the
Probate Courti and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General! and U. 8. Land
Officer.
im Crucea, N. M.

If you do not care to pay for a daily
E. C. ABBOTT,
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Mexican Review and get the cream of
Attorney at law.
Pmitleea In the District ami Suthe week's doings, it Is an excellent
preme Courts. Prompt and careful atpaper to send to your frlenda.
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
The New Mexican can do printing
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and 8an
to
In
done
that
of
the large
equal
any
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of Juaa. Santa Te, New Mexico.
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
A. B. RENEHAN,
have all the facilities for turning out
Practice in the Supreme and Disevery class of work, including one of trict Courta; Mlnnlng and Land Law
the best binderies In the west.
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Bldg.,
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
CHAS. F. EA3LEY,
You can get some bargains In the
(Late Surveyor General)
real estate line right now by calling
on the reliable real estate dealers,
Attorney at law.
. New Mexico.
Santa Fe
Hughes & Delgado Office west aide
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
of Plaza.

PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.

EMMETT PATTON,
and Counselor

at Law.
Attorney
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes &
Box
Roswell, New Mexico.
Delgado are making a success ot the Office over
Citizen' National Bank,
real estate business? It la because this
firm Is reliable and any property
FRANK W. CLANCY,
placed In their bands will be looked
Attorney at law.
after In a businesslike manner. Office
Dlatrict Attorney for Second Judicial
west of Plaza,

9,

District

Practice in the District Court anl
RATES.
EXCURSION
SUMMER
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
E.
Fe
Santa
of
the
Central,
By way
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wyoming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
OSTEOPATHY.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
1st to 10th, good for return passage
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
until October 31st.
Osteopath.
On these excursions, rates to ChiNo. 10S Palace Ave.
St.
will
be
$48.35.
for
round
trip
cago
Successfully treat acute and chronlo
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem- diseases without
drug or medicines.
phis, Tenn., $45.50. For further inforNo charge for Consultation.
mation, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener Hours:
m
Phone 156.
p. m.
al passenger agent.
2

H. E. No. 9536.

.. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

MINING ENGINEERS.
CONY T. BROWN,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Mining Engineer.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
8oretary and Treasurer New Mexico
1906.
July 6,
8ohoel of Mine.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Socorro,
New Mexico.
lowing named settler has filed notice
of bis intention to make final proof CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.
in support of bis claim, and that said
proof will be made before tbe regisCORBET & SMYTHE.
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
August 17, 1906, viz: Rafuglo GutierEngineers.
rez, for the S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4, Assaying and General Contracting.
Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R 11 E.
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.He names tbe following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upRALPH A. MARBLE,
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
Juan Gonzales y Roibal of Glorleta,
United States Deputy.
N. M.
New Mexico.
Estancla,
Albino Ensinas of Glorleta, N. M.
Atanaclo Rlbera of Glorleta, N. M.
HIRAM T. BROWN.
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N. M. 'CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
u. 8. Mineral Surveyor
New Mexleti,
Register ianta Fa,
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In Banks
Recorded Brand,
26 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Ven.
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Authority to Uathor, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
We
in
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
LEAD
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
Spanish Blank.
TEDDY
Auto de Arresto,
in
Auto de Prison,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
Flanza Oflclal,
plIego.
Charles Wagner, Licenced Emhalmer.
Flanza Oflclal y Juramento
pliego,
la
Guardar
Flanza para
pllego.
Paz,
Contrato de Pa tido,
pllego.
sheet..
Escritura de Renuncia,
A SXSSX. WKW. SSSSK
WSKK V VVX
Documento Garantlzado,
Formula de Enunieraclon,
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
Contrato Entres los Dlrectores y
pliegos.
Contrato tie Combustible,
Notas Oblignclones, 2Zo por 50.
Libros Certificfliins de Bonos, $1.
Libros di Recibos, fSnpervisores de
Camlnon, '5c.
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles, V3 pliego.
Documenlo de Illpoleca,
Documento Garantlzado, extensa forma entera.
Certificado de Matrimonii, inc.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
ON ALL
Lode Mining Location,
Placer Mining Location,
of
Blanks
every description Title Bond to Mining Property,
Legal
sheot.
and conforming to the laws of New
Title P.nnd and Lease of Mining PropMexico nre on hand and for sale by
erty,
the New Mexican Printing Company.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
Mining Lease,
The New Mexican Bindery is turn-- Coa, DpCiftI.at0ry Statement,
ing out some of the most artistic Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
.
Afflda-- i
binding In the Southwest. It is the
of Attorney and
inosi compieviy equippea ninnerv m
the Rocky Mountain States south of
Oath of School Director,
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
oc cnnoi
kinds. The company makes a specialty uernncate oi Appornonment
shpel.
Funds,
in handling land office blanks, necesJig
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sary in homestead entries and in minsheet.
eral applications. Prices low, especiEnumeration Form,
sheet
ally in quantities. Circulars giving
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
full Information fiirnisho-n
sheet.
Certificate of Appointment,
'5
Contract for School Teacher.
Subscribe for the Daily New Mex- - Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
sheat.
Contract for Fuel,
lean and get the news.
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report,
480 Page hand made Ledger, $6.fi0,
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
For Halfa Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS OF
sheet
Application for License,
NEW MEXICO.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
she.;..
Phone 36.
P. O. Box 219.
Size of Blank.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has the largest facilities and most
inches.
sheef, 7x8
modern machinery for doing all kinds
sheet, 8xl4 inches.
s
of Printing and Binding in
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Promissory Notes, U6 per pad.
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work '"Minor Law" Cards fur Posting 25c
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
each.
Southwest.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
MUcour! Code Pleading, $i.
Mining. Blanks.
The two for $10.
Amended Location Notice, V&heet.
to New Mexico Code.
Adapted
of
Publisher.
Agreement
and Recorder,
sheet.
Probate
Clerk
of
Justice
the Peace Blanks.
sheet,
vit,
1
sheeL
Appeal Bonds,
sheot
Notice of
shetH.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Ice
Not
Out
'nr
PubllshlnK
Forfeiture,
Appearance Bond,
sheet.
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
Prices.
.
Now at their best. Will also have Cali$ .05
or
sheets, each
Bond for Appearance, District Court, On
1
Full
each
sheet,
fornia Strawberries and Blackberries
Justice Quarterly Report,
flhept.
2
sheets, pur dozen .
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
25
every Thursday.
sheets, per dozen
Hheet.
Bond, General Form,
Ii5
Full sheets, per dozen
Bond of Indemulty,
sheet.
&
WEDNESDAYS
POULTRY
FRIDAYS
1.75
sheets, per hundred
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
2.50
hundred
sbeets,
per
Official Bond,
sheet.
4.00
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet. Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks take the pr
Certificate of Election,
shent.
100 price.
Letters of Guardianship,
r,heet.
On an order of 500 blanks, custoirmr'
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheel.
husineta card will be printed under ftl
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Phone 26
Phone 26.
ing wlfio.it extra cost.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Miscellaneous,
1899, J HO and
Letters Testamentary,
sbeet.
j Laws of New Mexico,
)
11103; English and Spanish; pamph-Declaration in Assumpsit,
abeet.
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note. H lot, $2.25; full leather, $ .00.
Code of Civil Proceodure, full leather
sheet.
$1,00; paper bound, 75c.
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
CUT PRICES.
Price Laws 1005, English and Spanish,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
We
a quantity of first class
have
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
Sheriff's
Cover
Flexible
Pocket
Docket,
sheet.
Clause,
are going to close out in the next
single, $1,25; two or more books,!
sheet.
Options,
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
each.
$1
Notice of Protest,
sheet
the time to fit up your house whea
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
you can get the best goods at the lowNotary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
sheet.
est prices. We will furnish your
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
house from kitchen to garret. You
nearest
office,
express
sheot,
Quit Claim Deed,
can
pay cash and get a discount or
Mexico
New
Supreme Court Reports
aheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
we will give you all the time you want
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
Deed of Trust, full s'heet.
on easy payments.
Call in and see
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
Release of Deed of Trust,
gheet.
our goods.
Publisher's
each.
at
$3.30
price,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
D. S. LOWITZKI,
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
sheet.
Affidavit,
San Francisco St., Santa F.
Lower
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Homestead Proof, full sheet
240
P.
Criminal
J.
$2.75.
Docket,
Page
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
320 Page J, P. Docket,
Civil,
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Criminal, $4.00.
Affidavit Reauired of Claimant,
Journal, $5.75.
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk, 480 Page

and Mrs, EdnaChase returned to the
city Saturday from their trip to
Pajarlto Park. They were absent five
days and covered the park pretty
thoroughly, visiting the canon of the
Frljoles, the stone lions, the painted
caves and the cliff dwellings of the
Sankawi region.
Edward Hart, a leading merchant
of Gallup, the lively county seat 01
McKtnley County, arrived in the city
lust evening and is registered at the
Claire. Tomorrow he will journey to
Penasco, Taos County, for a visit with
ills old time friend, the Catholic Parish Priest in that settlement, whose
guest he will be for the next two
weeks. Mr. Hart stands greatly in
need of rest and recreation and hence
his trip to the beautiful Taos country.
Part of the time he will spend at
the fishing streams angling for tho
festive trout,
J. C. Peterson, immigration agent
with 'headquarters in Estancia, attended to business at .the local land office
here today. Mr. Peterson who shot
himself accidentally in the right foot
with a rifle about a month ago, Is recovering from tihe wound and is able
to get about. He states that two
large excursions of homcseekea's are
expected in the Estancia Valley on
Wednesday and Thursday of this
week, one via the Santa Fe and the
Santa Fe Central Railways and the
other via the Rock Island and Santa
Conditions in
Fe Central Railways.
the valley are first class and farmers
are satisfied with tne prospects for
good crops this season.

1
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PERSONAL MENTION

TETSON HATS

In
)i. 0. SpeuUe, of Las Vegas, was
tho city yesterday, en route to the Estancia Valley.
AlbuAttorney A. B. McMillen, of
was In the city today on

To the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the

querque,
'
business.
Miss Cora Williams, of Rowe, was
in the city Saturday on business at
the land office.
it. M. Gorman, of Silver City, was
an arrival today In Santa Fe. Ho will
leave tomorrow for Durango.
Mrs. U C. Iiurnslde, of El Paso, is
In town for a few days, having come
here to escape the heat In the Pass

id
;,'.',."

HATS

,..- -

iwr

City.
Miss Laura Williams, of Wlllard, Is
in town for a few days, having come
here to attend to business matters at
the land office.

"AS

Go in Increasing numbers year after year. The whole Wor'd
eontiibutes in material and wears the result.
ft
and Dervy- - are ackncwlEverywhere the Stetson
t deed as the standard In style, beauty and finish

-

Hat-Po-

WE

A

CARRY

FULL

LINE

AT

PRICES

POPULAR

We also Carry another line which comes cheaper
Soft, from $1.25 to P to
Derby, $3.50.

SWEET

in price.
$3-5-

W

PANTS
doubt you
have heard of the
SWEET OUR pants
We carry a big line
of latest styles,
No

(lit
tttrv-

1

WaBfc'Wg,'' ...
-

'
'C.'IjL

S2i J
IA

handsome

?

pat-

terns and perfect
fit will certainly

The Misses Maymo Ogle and Stella
Curran of Denver and Mabel Myers
of Antonito were sightseers yesterday In Santa Fe,
Mr. anl Mrs. Samuel Jamison, of
C lobe, Arizona, were here yesterday,
slopping off between trains while on
their way to Durango.
Chief Justice William J. Mills and
family, of Las Vegas, will leave this
week on a pleasure trip to 'the Grand
Canon of the Colorado.
Mrs. A. Oarritty, of El Paso, is in
the city spending a few days as the
guest of her daughter, who Is a stud
ent at ttie Ivoretto Academy.
Miss Estella do TuTUo left yesterday for her home in Albuquerque,
after a vls.il. of six weeks to her
mother and sister In Santa Fe.
II. S. Van Slyclv, live stock agent
of the Santa Fe Railway system at
El Paso, spent Saturday and yesterday here on railroad business.
Mrs. Laura McGrath, of Duncan,
Arizona, arrived in the city yesterday
and left today for Antonito, where she
will visit, relatives for a month.
Dr. P. R. Lord of Las Vegas, accompanied by M. M. Follansbee of
Chicago, was in the city yesterday
visiting his brother, Dr. C. N. Lord.
Mrs. M. L. Freeland, of Kansas City,
to1st
expected to arrive in the city
night, summoned here by the death
.
of her Utile grandson. Kinnalrd
Free-land-

please you.
SSS

Miss Josephine Grimshaw, of Denver, is in the Capital for a visit of
several weeks to her father, S. B.
G.rimshaw. and brother A. L. Grim-

San FrHix'Uro Si,
N

SANTA FE,

M.

shaw.
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo, of Bernalillo County and Modesto C, Ortiz, an
attorney of Albuquerque, were guests
at the Claire Hotel Saturday and yesterday.
returned
Miss Amelia Gutterman
from Las Vegas,
home yesterday
tne summer
where she attended
school at. the New Mexico Normal
University.
Attorney Felix Lester and family
have returned to their home in Albuquerque, after an outing spent on
the Pecos and a visit to Mrs. Lester's
parents at Tesuque.
A. F. Wltzel, of Si Louis, formerly
a citizen of Grant County, spent yesterday here on business. Mr. Wltzel
is general agent for a large beer
brewery in the Mound City.

N athan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

WINTER GROCERY CO.

Oo Caliente,
New Mexico,
4
All You Want

TRY IT.
M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

j

S. E. Corner Plaaa, SanU Fe. Telephone No. 40.

Ik

mifVfmm IKCO.?llATED BaamaHMwawwj

H. B. Glrtwright k, Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Potatoes. Statfoiiciy.
Patent Medicin and 6rocers' Sundries.
Grain. Flour and

MOMPT ATTENTION WVEN MAIL ORDERS.

,1111

.

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Wane
WHY
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST.
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
RERECENTLY
WE
GIVE SATISFACTION.
WARE
THIS
OF
SHIPMENT
LARGE
CEIVED A
. .

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

.

.

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
KIND.
BUY ANY OTHER
YOU WILL NEVER
YOU ANY
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO
WAY.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

14

Mrs. H. S. Willey ana Miss Elizabeth C. Willey, of Albuquerque, arrived in the city yesterday and will
spend several days here. They are
guests at tho Palace Hotel.
Mrs. Harry G. Oakes of Las Vegas
has been called to Douglas by the
serious illness of her husband who is
employed as a linotype operator by
one of the Douglas newspapers.
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman has
set the date for leaving on his trip
over the El Paso and Southwestern
Railroad as August 12 instead of today
as was stated in the New Mexican
Saturday.
Rev. J. L. Shively, pastor of St.
John's M. E. Church, will leave tomorrow for Nambe, accompanied by
his family. He will hold (religious
services there and expects to be gone
several c'ays.

Mrs. H. S. Lutz and two sons left
on Friday evening for Berkeley, Cali
fornia, to join Mr. Lutz, who has accepted the position of station agent
for the Santa Fe system at the California university town.
H. S. Munro, of Atlanta, Georgia,
left yesterday for points in Colorado
after spending a couple of days in
Santa Fe. He is on a sightseeing trip
and has a camera along with him to
take pictures as mementoes of the
tour.
H. S. Van Slyck, of El Paso, the
genial live stock agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,
was in the City Saturday on his wa'
to rejoin his wife who is at the ranch
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wise
near Tesuque.
The Misses Heloise and Diberta
returned today to the Antelope
u
Springs nanch near Estancia where
they are visiting in company with
their mother. They came to Santa
Fe yesterday afternoon for a brief vis-I- t
with their father Frank Dibert
Jose Antonio Sermaya, chief of the
Pueblo of Taos, was in the city Saturday to pay a visit to his children who
are attending the United States Indian Training school. According to
a statement made by him the Indians of the village will have fine crops
this year.
Joseph C. Sharp, a reporter on the
Las Vegas Optic, is attending the army
encampment at Austin, Texas, as a
member of Troop A, and during his
absence his place Is being filled by
Russell A. Klsfcler, who was the foun-- I
der of the Optic. Mr. Klstler was iun-- J
til recently editor of the Las Vegas

CHARLES WAGNER

Ft?nitt?e

Co.

the

are as far
as

representing the
PEOPLE

KX.

Seligman Bros. Co-

Great Reduction

Summer Goods
LESS THAN COST

3

C0EfifClJGM0DAYJULY2

J

'
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Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns. Dimities. Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Outing Suits, Trousers, etc.

LEGAL BLANKS.

first-clas-

Colorado

fl. S.

i

J

RASPBERRIES

RIght-of-Wa-

WE

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

i

CUT PRICES!

hand-mad-

U,

sheet.
Laoae of Personal Property,
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Summons,
sheet.
Replevin Boad,
Execution
Forcible Entry and Desheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Ariidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, V4 sheet.
sheet. '
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
General Blanks.
sheet.
Township Plats,
sheet.
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
sheet.
Dealers,
Application for License, Games an
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
News.
Attachment Writ,
sheet,
of Judge Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
A. h. Hull, brotiher-in-laWilliam H.- Pope, who has been ensheeit.
joying an outing on the Jemez For- Execution,
sheet.
est Reserve, with' Ranger Hugh H. Summons,
sheet,
Harris, arrived In Santa Fe today Sutopoe-- a
sheeit.
from Espanola, and will remain here Capias Complaint,
shee..
until Wednesday, when he will join Search Warrant
sheet
to
on
a trip
Judge and Mrs. Pope
mock Blank.
California.
Animals Bearing Vendor's
of
Bill
Sale,
Rev.
Stephens
Mr, and Mrs. Travers,
--

e

'USTICE OF THE PEACe DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dock
ets especially for the use of justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably hound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full index In front and
the fees of justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches.
These books are made up In civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 32
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one hook, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal, To Introduce them they, nre offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combined civil and crlminnal. . . .$5.00
For 45 "ents additional for a 3ingle
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
cmblnatlon docket, they will be senl
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany, order. State
;)'ainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

Empi oymeni Bureau

Hew piex

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES

Business of

Non-Resid-

f

PAID.

cts Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot. Good Location.
Frtiit Trees.
103 Palac

Avnu,.

MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re
The New Mexican can do printing
quires probate clerks to post threecopies of the new law In conspicuous equal to that done in any of the large
places In each precin t. The New ) cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
Mexican has printed the law neatly work we turn out. Try our work once
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill and you will certainly come again. We
orders In English or Spanish at fifty have all the facilities for turning out
cents for each poster. Probate clerks every class of work, Including one of
should enter their orders Immediately, the best binderies In the west.

Large
Plenty of
fnn.

No. 151

The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS

the injured limb as well as before It
was hurt.

E. Wood, president of tho New
Mexico Society of the Friendless, han
accepted an Invitation to deliver, an
address cfc the forthcoming convention
of the National Prison Congress which
will be held this fall at Albany, New
York. He Is one of the .delegates appointed by Governor Hagerman.
Judge John E. McFle has been
invited to deliver an address at Las
Vegas under the auspices of the
Good Government Club. He had been
asked to epeak at the meeting last
night, but was unable to do so and return In time to attend to court matters today. Hie may make an address
later on.
.T.

Dispatching Clark Cliarlon ,1.
of the local postofllce foice, toduy
began ihls annual vacation.
Several wagon loads of fresh vegetables aud muskmelons were brought
to town today from Ohlmayo.
Miss Maude McFle sans at the penitentiary yesterday during the service
there of the Christian Endeavorers.
LOST Pair
of
nose spectacles;
frame; reward for return.
Hiram Hadley, 208 Chnpelle Street.
There was the usual large crowd
at the Plaza last evening to hear the
regular Sunday night concert given by
the Perez band.
Pur-son- s

gold-fille- d

Chief Ellas Suazo, of Tesunue,
companied by his wife and baby, returned this morning from Santo
where he participated In the
corn dance Saturday.
ac-

Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A.
will hold Its regular monthly
communication at 7: SO o'clock this
Visiting
evening at Masonic hall.
Masons are courteously requested to
be present.
Masons,

Anita Alarid, aged four months and
fifteen dnys, the Infant daughter of
Juan D. Alarid, died at 9:30 o'clock
last night, at the family residence, 225
calisteo street. The child succumbed
to cholera Infantum after a short illness. The funeral will be held tomorrow afternoon
with burial In
Rosa Ho Cometary.
Fifteen additional convicts have
been put to work on the Scenic Highway near this city. Santa Feans are
beginning to appreciate the beauties
of the route leading out from llhls city
and a number of them drove out yesterday to note the progress being
made. The work of building the roadway is now being pushed fib rapidly as
possible.
The funeral of Mrs. Rafael Romero,
who passed away Inst week at Mora,
and whose remains were shipped to
Santa Fe, took place this morning
from the Cathedral. There was a
large attendance at the last rites, including members of the local lodge
Six Elks served In the caof Elks.
The bereaved
pacity of
husband Is an Elk.

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure ol the
Territory of New Mexico, 181)7, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, "lie; Missouri
Pleading forms, $; Missouri Code
Pleadings, G; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, I&wa of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, EngliBh
full
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
leather, $3; SherlC's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inclusive, delivered at publisher's price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
60c; Money's Digest of Nw Mexico
Reports, full Bhaep. IM delivered;
full list school banks.

CONTAGIOUS BLOOD POISON
THE WORST DISEASE IN THE WORLD
Contagious Blood Poison is the worst disease in the world ; not only
those who contract it suffer. bnt the awful taint is often transmitted to innocent offspring-- whose lives are blighted and bodies diseased because the
virus of Contagious Blood Poison has been allowed to remain in the family
Blood Poison
blood. The first sign of this disease
I oontraotsd Oontaffioua some
infected
towel used by
ia usuauy a little nimole or blister
had
mni
,on
eTOry iymptom of the
I heard
then a red rash breaks out, the mouth ?Ue disorder. Z tried everything
and throat ulcerate, the hair comes
out, copper colored spots appear on tinudVhetratmentuneilIwa.sentirel X
eome time
and
I1itimha DacKuna hreast , and as the well. This wasthe
,Mn
Bii(rhtet !Vn of the
disease more thoroughly pollutes the navn4Ter
aisoe.
Jos.
disease
sohloemer.
01 Allen Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
blood, sores and ulcers form and if
and
the soft bones
nails
off,
checked
is
not
the
the trouble
drop
finger
S. S. S. goes down into the
of the nose and head are destroyed.
blood and forces out every particle ot me
poison and makes a complete aud lasting
cure. As soon as the system gets under the
influence of the remedy the symptoms begin
to pass away, and when the cure is complete
PURELY VEGETABLE. the patient ia left in perfect health. So
thoroughly does S. S. S. rid the system of the
virus that no signs of the disease are ever seen in after years, and posterity
is born with a rich, pure blood supply. Book with complete instructions for
home treatment and any medical advice desired will be given without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
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ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper if ordered In larger quantities. These tablets are made from
'the odds and ends, of the host paper'
obtainable, and you' are petting double
vour monev's worth when
buying

OUR LEADER

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired rtina-

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line before

-
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j
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Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Freeland have and a fine home; produces
been called upon to mourn the death $700 to $900 In vegpitahlefi alone; price
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! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Any Flavor You Desire.
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cashier at the local station of the adobe house, well built and finished, .uantlty to any part of the city.
Santa Fe system.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
good barn; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge of box- Telephone No. 38.
The New Mexican alms to please elder trees which serve as a protection
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Nature's Remedy.
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Ladies' Black and White

BELTS
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Here's Just the Right
Bowel Laxative

SQPTHT7

KERR'S

It you do not have free, easy and regular
novenierus ot the bowels you lack the prime and
first essential of good health. There's more
harm done than mere unoomtortablenesa, sluggishness and biltousA ness retention of food
wastes In the bowels
pollutes, Irritates and
the eiruulatory syspoisons. You make
scavenger instead
tem the blood a
of a fountain of
CZjL
purest life and unThe ills of containted vitality.
not trifling but
stipation are
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.
The
always seoured ifyouWtake Lax-etsformula is on every boiT show it to your famLaz-et- s
a
in
metal
flat
are
up
put
physician.
ily
ease in handy tablet form one tablet taken before meals or on retiring always brings relief.
yet gentle of
Pleasing to take the most potent
all remedies a genuine help of Nature'- sbowel laiative which cures constipation. Rea
ommended and tor sale by

FISCHER DRUG CO.

LAND

Capital

The only first class in city.
iSecond to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : :
11.50
Electrical Baths
25
Can make quick sales if price Other Baths
Is satisfacty of following Parlors Located West 8ide Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.
properties:

WAKJED.
Coal Lands.
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.

of the best English- - strains
In America; 40 years experience In breeding these line
hounds for my own sport, I
now offer them for sale.

iUie'feiiiinglo'n Typewriter laslslriigesl. '5o does the RmlngIoiiupcralorJ
New Tonv.- hrknff. Sramans & Benedicr.L.327 Broadway,

t

Send Stamp for Catalogue.
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Ready for Invertment.
Land scrip bought and sold

Hugo Seaberq,
Ha ton, N,

Reliable Horse, SlngU
luggiM, turrsys, Hacks.
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Rtasonablt

CnAO. CLOCSOXY.
M

ALL PERIODICALS
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Riga,

of Anythnl

r 3D ers

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
.

JACOB WELTMER

.

STABLE.

f LIVERY
Call

MILLION DOLLARS

.

Daily
.

Properties must be large and
of established value.

FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS

Parlors

:

I

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE

LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
and In order not to carry over for next season they will b sold from now
on at and below cost. Please call and look at; them, no trouble to show
goods.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

paue

SAN'J?A FJE 'SEW MEXICAX, SAXTA. FE. X. M.

si: n,

and Doors
Lumber, Sash,
Of
BtJILDIWQ MATgmiAI,

Cori and Stay Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your
CERR1LLOS

and HAGAN

We Hsul

TRANSFER aad ITORAGB.
Branca
Phone js Santa Fe.

0c

StOTe

Delivered to Any
Part of the Cit-y-

GOAL

Ertfciii

Mbl

aad Yat4 at Cerrllloa, X. M.

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on '.he reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.
FOR SALE CHEAP One team of
S
mules,
years old, weight 1,200
pounds, wagon and harness. Must be
sold In ten days. Inquire Miguel Ortiz,
P. U. Box

111

4.

If you have anything to sell, rent, or
exchange tine the "Want" columns of
the New Mexican.

fcOAL : WOOD
f.."0
Katun mid Mouem Screened Lump, per ton
5.00
Hood Commercial Ifnton Nut
fcr'mit
liiui
Triuidad
(into
Kindling,
Screened Domestic Lump,
aiul Cart Wood. All orders nveivo prompt and careful attention.
g

CAPITAL N'iCOAL YARD.
s- -

liortlttM Av.,

(IKFI'T.--

''

Plume No

""l""-

w

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

SeilSecd4

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
nothing;.
high quality and correct style will cost you
TODAY.
CATALOG

BROCK
FOURTH

IS FREE.

WRITE FOR IT

FEAGANS, Jewelers

&

iOS ANGELES,

& BROADWAY

CAL.

EL PASO ROUTE

"Make Hay While the Sun Shines."
There is a lesson In the work of the
thrifty farmer, lie knows that the
bright, sunshine may 'last but a day
and he prepares for the showers which
are so liable to follow. So it should
be with every household. Dysentery,
diarrhoea and cholera morbus may
attack some member of the home with- out warning.
Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
is ine nest Known meaieine tor tnese
diseases, should always bo kept, at
is
treatment
hand, as immediate
necessary, and delay may prove fatal.
For sale by all druggists.

This handsome solid vestibulcd train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles tn Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Rn' and Southeast.

FAST
TRAIN.

TAKE

THE.
TRAIN

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

p m.

iiriii
T.
Ml
i

VV

Mountain Time

For schedules, rates and other information, call
R. W. CURTIS,
Bovthwettern Pasttnger A',ent,
. . tl. PASO, TU.
K.

on or address,

P. TlliiNII.

(ton. Passenger Agent,,
Dallas, Texas.

Traveling Passenger Aent,
El Paso, Teora.

XXXSXSXXJfcS

XXX. i

SPECIAL
EXCURSION HATES

IAST

Via

Summer Diarrhoea in Childien.
During the hot weather of the summer months the first unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have
immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before it becomes serious.
All that is necessary is a few doses
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Rev, M. O. Stockland. Pastor of the
First M. E. Church, Little Falls, Minn.,
writes: "We have used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
for several years and And it. a very
valuable remedy, especially for summer disorders in children ' Sold by
all druggists.
SAN JUAN

EXCURSION
TO SALT LAKE CITY.
August 16th, 1906.
Rate via Denver and Rio Grande
$28.50, for the round trip ticket. On
sale August 15th Final return limit
September 1st.
S. K. HOOPER. 0. P. A.
F. H MeliRIDE, Agt.

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars

TOURIST HATES.
Santa Fe !o Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo via the Denver &
Rio
Grande.
Tickets on sale .Time 1st to
September :',0. final limit October ;Ust
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and return $22.55. To Pueblo and return
$17.55.
To Colorado Springs and return 19 .15.
P. K. M'BIUDR.

Agent.

THE KITCHEN.
eat from the Bon Ton
Hotel kitchen
floor.
Cleanliness
counts so mimh with nil nt no
But the Bon Toa Hotel and Lunch
Counter management goes much further than cleanliness.
Our aim is to serve our patrons with
the best, food possible dainty, yet substantial.
To see that they live and sleep In
cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by all that ' Is
pleasant and refined.
And they also have for use the handsome parlors, library, buffet and smoking room.
The Bon Ton Is

just like a great big
happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
are at your service at minimum rates.
WITH A HOOK.
mess of speckled beauties
were received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who sent them to the
manager that they may be served to
the patrons of this popular place. Call
and get them now while thev are
fresh. They have a rook that knows
how to fix them, and If you want a
real treat In the eatir.g line, why Just
give them a call, and you will be
Iwice as glad.

Cars kepi Fresn am Cool by Electric Fans

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed
m nmii

fill!
J.

H. C. POST,
G. W.

F

&

H.

F. A.

1700

Stout Street, Denver,

GINET, JR.,
T. P, A'

CoJo.

A fine

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announce- mentc, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and price.
"want ad" In the New Mexican
brings sure results.
A

Largest and best equipped Bindery
In the

Southwest

buy

The purity

healthfulness

means

freedom

It means a clean beer, filtered
It means an aged beer
and sterilized.
from germs.

aied until it cannot cause biliousness.
the Brewery Bo I(ling.
Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz :
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

Fhat

what

is

for

Schlitz beer

n

n

)

means
to you.

Phone 33

II. B. Cartwright

& Bro.

San Francisco St., Santa Fe

The Beer
That Made Milwaukee famous.
NEW MEXICO

HAPPENINGS

price of $1.25 per acre aiul the grant
is to realize fifty per cent of the profits on nil lands which bring a price
over and above the $1.25 valuation.
The San Miguel County teachers'
Institute commenced this week in

Taos County,
Two boys, one the son of the Widow the north school house on the west
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn-Ne- Vigil, living two miles out of Taos, side of Las Vegas.
Superintendent
Mexican Review and get the the other his friend, name Diego, and Leandro Lucero has appointed Miss
by sending in a number of orders.
other boys, were fishing in Pueblo Maggie J. Bucher conductor and she
Creek a week ago Mouduy when tey has selected Miss Anna. J. RIeve as InThe New Mexican Printing Company engaged in a quarrel, Diego stabbed structor.
Is prepared to do the best, of brief young Vigil, who died in a few minSan Juan County.
work in short order and at very reas- utes.
The new Methodist Church of Azonable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
tec will be a fine edifice when ComGuadalupe County.
is finished
have their briefs printed rapidly and
An enthusiastic meeting of citizens pleted. The foundation
correctly and to present them to the of Santa Rosa was held in the store and ready for the brick which will
Supreme Court, now In session here of J. P, Shane last Thursday even- soon be on the ground. The window
on time, should call on the New Mexing, for the purpose of arranging for and door frames are of the most modican Printing Company and leave their a county fair and carnival this fall. ern pattern and have been delivered

CAUGHT

HH

Purity

"want ad" in the New Mexican
brings sure results.

You could

missouri Paciiic Railway

'

A

SUMMER

will

costs you nothing, yet it costs us more than
half the cost of our brewing.

Ask

The Intense Itching characteristic of
sail rheum and eczema Is Instantly
a.llayed by applying
Chamberlain's
Salve. As a cure for skin disease this
salve Is uneqiuvled.
For sale by all
druggists.

THE

For common beer usually
Schlitz beer, if you ask for it.

Stomach Troubles and Constipation,
No one ciiu reasonably hope for
good digestion when the lowe1s are
Mr. Chas. Baldwin, of
constipated.
Eilwiirdsvllle. 111., says: "1 suffered
from clmmlc constipaiiou ami stomach
troubles for several years, but, thanks
to Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tabids, am almost cured." Why not
get a package of these tablets and get
well and stay well. Price 23 cents.
Samples free. IVr sain by all druggists.

i
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WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW
ALL K1MD8

MONDAY, AUGUST

The rapid development and prosperity
of Guadalupe County fans made such
a move almost imperative. Mr. Julius
Moise was elected chairman and B.
Lucero, secretary. A committee report was read and unanimously adopted. Expressions of opinion from many
persons showed that the spirit of progress was present and there was
It was decided to
much enthusiasm.
hold
fair and carnival on the 23rd
and 24th of October.
San Miguel County,
One day last week, an unknown
corboy drove a bull into Ed Alters'
ral near Ias Vegas where Mr. Akers
had a bull of Ms own. The two animals became Infuriated and fought
desperately for ten or fifteen minutes.
The strange hull belonged to Mrs.
Antonio Coca, and had to be shot, in
the side by Mr. Akers' son. A warrant
was sworn out by Mrs. Coca for the
arrest. of Akers, and the case went
to trial Wednesday in the police court
before Santiago Moya, but was dismissed. The boy in question witnessed a first class bull fight, free of
charge.
The sheep Industry is
Of the
in the county of San Miguel.
20,000,000 produced annually in the
,
Territory-- that county grows 2,000,000
its markets handle beand
pounds
15,000,000
awl
tween
12,000,000
pounds. Of the estimated number of
sheep In the Territory, over 5,000,000,
San Miguel County
possesses over
400,000. In consequence of irhe abundance of water and grass the percentage of loss is reduced to the minimum
while the mutton brings a good market price at all times. The annual
cost, of running sheep In that county
Is estimated at 30 cents and' the increase nt between 75 and 100 per cent.
Last Tuesday while Mrs. David
Jones and baby were seated in a buggy which was near the curbing on
Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, an express wagon carelessly driven, came
along and accidentally smashed a rear
wheel of the vehicle, which threw the
occupants out. Mrs. Jones was uninjured but the infant sustained several
scratches and a bruised face.
The Las Vegas grant, commissioners were In session last Monday. A
new contract was entered Into with
A. L. Thompson, whereby he has acquired title to 4,000 acres for $5,000,
which amount has been paid, and he
contracts to sell 46,000 acres of the
original 50.000 acres, at a stipulated

in

that town also.

Torrance County.
On last Monday morning the Re-- ;
publican Convention of Torrance
County was called to order by Chairman Candido Padilla of Manzano.
nil the precincts of the county
were represented by delegates. The
special business of the meeting, that,
for
of choosing central committees
each precinct of the county, was taken ui), and a committee of three was
The committee
selected for each.
from the special meeting held at
on the ICth. reported the action
of the Independent Republicans, and
these were welcomed back to the
ranks of the Republicans.
Several farmers have had good success this spring in growing Irish potatoes, notwithstanding the impression
that they cannot be grown in the
Valle;: The best samples are
from th.? ranch of A. W. Lentz, southwest of Estancia, and weigh eight
ounces each. He has almost an acre
in potatoes and theso have been furnishing his family new spuds for more
than a month past. If given any kind
of care potatoes can be made a paying proposition in Torrance County,
On last. Sunday, Howard Soper of
Estancia, went to call on some young
ladies south of town and the young
ladles wanted to try his pony. The
pony objected when more than one
attempted to mount nt once. No sooner had Miss Olive Angle and Miss
Inez Cowiey gotten astride the pony's
hock than he tried all the feats in the
broncho catalogue with the result that
Miss Cowley received a severe shaking up and Miss Angle Is in bed with
a bruised back.
Those who have been sick in the
Estancia A'alley the past week, are
improving. Little Clara Bond, whose
life was despaired of last Thursday,
is doing 'nicely and Is almost well
again. Pneumonia had gotten such a
grip on her little body that it seemed
she could not overcome it, but through
Mr.
good nursing she will recover,
uow, who was taken to Estancia from
Gran Qulvira last week suffering from
is able to sit up
in bed and take his meals. He is gaining strength very slowly but is much
Improved over Inst week. Miss Vera
Whitted went to Estancia last Saturday Buffering an attack of inflammation of the stomach. She became very
ill while there and was taken to the
home of Dr. Norrts, where she has
been treated since. For several days
she required constant attention, but
has improved. Frank Zink, master
mechanic in the railroad shops, who
was confined to his home last week
is again attending to his duties at.
the roundhouse.
Wll-lar-

d

on the premises. The church is centrally located and will be a great ornament to the city. C. G. Brewer &
Son have displayed commendable enthey have quarergy and liberality,-aried all the stone, hauled the same,
put it In 'the foundation, burned the
brick and expect to do much of the
frame work.
The survey on the new Eden ditch
in San Juan County Is completed, and
there remains now only a week or
ten days' office work to put on the
final touches.
Aztec is a busy town this week.
Work on the Thomas store and hotel
is being pushed as fast as possible.
Sum Plnkstaff is hauling brick for
his two story business block on Main
Street. Bricklaying Is in progress on
Randall's new store. Teams loaded
with lumber, brick and other building
material are constantly on the move
and there is not an idle man in town.
Heroic work on the part of E.
Edward Cherry, Kay Magum and
Cy Magnum saved the wife of the former and his three small children from
drowning recently in the San Juan
River. As it was Mr. Hippler lost
three valuable horses. Last Wednesstarted to cross the
day Mr.
San Juan River after having
been
water bound for four months. The
ferry was out of commission, so he
rode across in a wagon. The wagon
went, into a hole, throwing Mr. Hippler into the water from which he
was rescued by the three above mentioned. He secured a pony and went
back into the river, crossed successfully and started to bring his family
across In a wagon. One horse balked
and the wagon began to sink slowly
in the sand. Mr. Hippler sprang from
his pony Into the water and held the
wagon, keeping It from being carried
down stream, while Messrs. Cherry
rescued the family on
and
horseback. The horses of Mr. HipThe public is showing Its appreciapler were drowned.
Farmtaigton is making preparations tion of the attractive circulars sent
for its annual fall fair. Iloosters in out by the New Mexican
Printing
Aztec are talking of holding a fair Company, in regard to rubber stamps.

a

Hip-pie-

typhoid-pneumoni-

'Man-gu-

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.
tNki

tant

to talib

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace.
Clinger, New York; M. R.
Peck, Chicago; E. B. Learner, Kansas
City; W. S. Bowen, Albuquerque; H.
C. Buerger, Denver; A. P. Koch, St.
Louis; Mrs. H. S. Wllley, Miss Elizabeth C. Wllley, Albuquerque; Miss MaMiss May-mbel Myers, Antonito;
Ogle, Miss Stella Curran, Denver; A.
F. Witzel, St. Louis; R. E. Twltohell,
Las Vegas.
Claire.
Perfecto Armljo, M. C. Ortiz, Albuquerque; 11. S. Munro, Atlanta, Georgia; H. S. Van Slyck, El Paso; A. F.
Witzel, St. Louis; Lon Reld, Ratofl;
Miss
Miss Mabel Myers,
Antonito;
Mayme Oglo, Miss Stella Curran, Denver; T. V. Cromwell, St. Louis; F.
R. Lord, Uis Vegas; M. M. Follans-bee- ,
Chicago; M. Z. Miller, Pastura;
Mrs. Cora Wright, St. Louis; E. O.
Speake, Las Vegas; H. A. Corner,
Des Moines; R. D. Rpyer, Aurora, 111.;
J. D. Burke, Las Vegas; A. L. White,
Kansas City; E. Hart, Gallup; A. B.
McMlllen, Albuquerque.
Normandie.
John Clark, Rloo, Colorado; Miss
Cora Williams, Rowe; Albert Black,
Marion, Kentucky; FHadelfo Romero,
San Miguel; Jean Vicot, Albuquerque;
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jamison, Globe,
Arizona; F. Hendricks, E. H. Blacke,
Richmond, Virginia; Leonor Bena-videLas Cruces; Mrs. Laura Abbott,
Duncan, Ariz.; Mrs. A. Garritty, El
Paso; Miss Lillian Ward, Willard;
John Catton, "Torrance; Benjamin F.
Oliver, Dallas, Texas.
Coronado.
James Barnes, Gallup; J. C. Peterson, Estancia; W. F, McOlure, AntonA.

H.

ito.
PROF.

HADLEY WILL NOT
SAN MIGUEL INSTITUTE.

The San Miguel County teachers'
institute is In session this week
at Las Vegas. Professor Hiram Had-le.superintendent of public instruction, has been invited to attend it, but
finds that he can not do so.

$100 Reward, $100.

The readers of this paper will be plonsod to
learn that there li at least one dreaded
disease that solenee ha9 been able to eure in
all It stages and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive eure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
bnlncr a constitutional
disease, requires a
constitutional
treatment.
Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly
upon the blood and raucous surfaces of the
system, thereby tlpstroviiiK the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patieut strength
by building up the constitution and assisting
nature In doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in Its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred boilers for any
ease that It fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address F. .T. CHKNBY t CO., Tolepo O.
.
Sold by all Druggists. ISo.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

DRIMD
Laxative Fruit Syrup

Clean les the system

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
ft Is guaranteed
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Pays an Elocutionist $5 to Give
Him Pointers About
Public Speaking.

Call

Upon the

Crazy

and

lm.

N M

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

tt the

janc-Ho-

n

Old Mexico.

sk

2&1UC feet, laid

out with broad 80 and 70font streets, with alleys 20 feet

by E. C.

Pareetl.)
BOWSER liail smoked hit
cigar and read the paper when
he arose and said to Mrs.
Bowser:
"I shall be busy lu the attic for the
ueit hour and do not wish to be disturbed."
"You are not going to try and ride
.that old bike around again, are yon?"
abe asked.
"If 1 am, what of It?"
"Why, nothing, of course, but when
a mm gets as heavy and logy as you
are he shouldn't think of foollbg
around with bikes."
"Oh, I'm hiavy and logy, am I? I
have reached that stage where I am to
be looked
upon as a haystack on
wheels? Thank you for your flattery,
Mrs. Bowser."
"You know I illdn't mean to hurt
your feelings. I Just meant that yon
are not as spry as you used to be.

JVf

wide, with beautiful lake and pnblio park and grand old

nha'e trees; public school houee, costing $16,000; churches; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; trie 3elen Patent Holler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurauts, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot be estimated.

The
r,Tour"8noutlngiIi"inos 1liem wonder
what is going ou. Can't you lowir
your voloe a little?"
"Not by the fourteen lionis of the
(seven sacred bulls of India:" lie shoutI arn
ed. "1 am in my own bouse.
cultivating my, own voicn. If the general public doesn't like It they cau
lump il."
"But you haven't got lo shout at the
top of your voice to cultivate It, have
you?"
People Atlrneletl by
"I have got lo do Just as the professor told we. I want a voice that
can be heard all over a hull holding
10,000 people. Hi! 111! III! Ho! Ho!

"HAS IT COIIK AT LAST, MA'AM

If you had tried roller skating twenty
years ago you would have made a success of It, hut now"
"Go ahead and say what you started
out to."
Jar Shook Ihe House.
"Well, when you tried it one evening
a few weeks ago you onrue down with
such a Jar that you shook the whole
house and was unconscious ten minutes."
"During which time you took advantage of my helplessness to rob me of
S2."
"1 never robbed you!" Indignantly
exclaimed Mrs. Bowser.
"Perhaps it was thu cat. I couuted
my money as soon as I came to and
found a two dollar bill missing. I am
not going tu the attic for athletic exercise, however. I am walking to and
from the office these mornings, and
that Is enough."
"Then why not sit here and talk?"
Mr. Bowser walked up and down for
five miuntea before he replied. It was
evident that he wanted to trust her,
but he was also afraid of her. Finally
he said:
"Professor Zaugwilly was in the office
this afternoon, and after we hud talked for awhile he wanted to know why
I didn't go lu and cultivate my voice
for public speaking- and reading. He
said I had no voice for song, but that
as a reader, lecturer or speaker
would make a great success. I have
often been asked to read aud speak In
public, you know."
"And you are going up to the attic
to cultivate it?"
tittve 5 For 1'olutera.
"I am. For ISO he gave me certain
Instructions to follow, uud 1 am going
to follow Iheni. The first thing, as we
all know, is to get proper enunciation."
"Why can't we have the Sylvesters
over and play a few games of cards?"
asked Mrs. Bowser as a sigh escaped
ber.
"Are the Sylvesters and a few games
of cards of more consequence than
your husband's voice?"
That silenced her, and after Mr.
Bowser had waited around for a spell
without receiving any answer he passed upstairs and to the garret. The cook
bad gone to her room, but in the course
of ten minutes she came down looking
pale faced and wild eyed and asked of
Mrs. Bowser:
"Has it come at last, ma'am ?"
"What do you mean, Susan?"
"Has Mr. Bowser gone out of his
head and become dangerous?"
"Of course not."
,
"Then what's he doing upstairs going 'Ha, ha, ha! Whoop! Stoop! Soup!'
and a hundred other words that there's
no sense to?"
"He's cultivating his voice so as to
make a reader and a speaker of himself."
What Neighbor. Would Think.
"I never beard the likes, but If you
say It's so I must believe you. Hark
to that, will you! The neighbors will
think we Are all being murdered!"
Mr. Bowser's voice bad Improved so
much In a quarter of an hour that It
1

could be beard clear downstairs. Mrs.
Bowser took a glance from a front
window and saw tbat several people
had stopped In front of the bouse.
Then she climbed to the attic to give
Mr, Bowser a word of caution. Sbe
found him with coat, vest and collar
off and the sweat standing out on hit
forehead, and he greeted her entrance
with:
"Hip, hip, hip!
Mary! Mary! Mary! Sam! Sam!
Sam!"
"Do you know that people are stopping In front of the house?" she asked.
"What for? Hip! Hop! Hip!
.
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EAST AND WEST, NORTH 1X1) SOUTH.

BELEN T0WNSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Meiico,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
ay Located on Ihka Cut off of Santa Fe R'y.

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galvcstoi and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and
1,000 business and reaidenee lots,
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An Fye For an Eye.
A young lady friend of our acquaintance has recently received a shock.
Among her extensive mule acquaintances there is a blue eyed youth. He
goes much into society mill Is a hot fa-

vorite among the nicer sex because of
his eyes. Alack! One of them is glass.
But there in no need, as he says, for
every one to know that, aud, really, it
seems so much the counterpart of the
other that not one in a hundred would
detect it. On this occasion he escorted
tbe young lady in question to a refreshment room. As they were taking
tea and coffee ho looked unutterable
things at herf when all of a sudden she
'
Ho!"
gave vixnt to a startled exclamation,
Mrs. Bowser went dowuslairs aud Her eyes fixed on his with a mysterileft him at it, and she saw from the ous intentness and horror. A fly had
window that the number of people bad settled in the center of his glass eye
The sash was and remained there, he, of course, unIncreased to. fifty.
conscious of )ts presence. The sight of
raised, aud she heard one mail say:
"1 tell you It's Bowser.
He's been that eye looking at her with a fly on it
off his chump for two or three years and the owner making no attempt to
past, and he's finally become buggy, brush it off, was too much for bis comHe ought to be taken to au asylum to- panion. It overpowered ber, and she
shudders when she recalls the eircuni
night."
"Why doa't one of these boys go for stance. London Answers.
a policeman?" queried another. "If that
The Queer Chameleon.
uoiso keeps up uo one ou the block will
There is nothing in the world will Inget au hour's sleep tonight."
"('osmo! Cosmo! Cosmo! Dick! Dick! duce a chameleon to take even tbe
Dlek! Dan! Dan! Dan!" came the voice slightest apparent interest in its surof Mr. Bowser Just as the bell rang, roundings, unless it be the sight of
and Mrs. Bowser answered It to find what it considers a toothsome insect.
The chameleon's method of taking its
a polli'emau on the steps.
prey is very curious, being effected by
Pollcauiau f.'alla.
"How long has he been acting this shooting out an enormously long,
wormlike tongue, the end of which Is
way?" whispered Ihe officer as be
clubbed ami covered with a viscid sedodged Into the hall.
cretion, to which the insects stick and
"Do you mean Mr. Bowser?"
are thus drawn Into its mouth. The ac"Yes, or whoever that is roaring out
like a mad bull. Has tho doctor seen tual projection of the tongue is made
him and ordered him to the asylum with marvelous rapidity. The eyes of
the cbameleou are very curious. They
yet?"
A way! Heave ho! are very large, but, with the exception
"Away!
Heave ho! Heave ho!" shouted the voice of a small opening in the center, are
covered with skin, They are also encultivator in the attic.
"It is Mr. Bowser, sir." said Mrs, tirely Independent of each other, with
Bowser with all the dignity she could the result that occasionally the creature is looking forward over its nose
call up, "aud he Is not crazy."
ask without with one eye, while with the other it is
"Then, mum, could
hurtln' your l'eellu's how long he's been Intently watching something directly
behind it.
ou the spree?"
"He is perfectly sober, sir."
i
A Bit of
Humor,
"Then he must have rats after hiui.
An
humorist
English
many years ago
see
You cau
what a crowd has gathbit upon a neat way of scoring against
ered,' aud that noise must stop or 1
shall lose my Job. The word came to certain politicians of the times. A
the station house that five people were comic journal, not being a newspaper
within the meaning of the act, was probeing murdered by a hinatic."
hibited from giving news, and so In
"Very well; you cair go up."
The officer found his way to the attic. place of a parliamentary report tbe
Mr. Bowser was waving his arms and humorist Is question reported a few
"first lines" from speeches by promibending bis body and enunciating, but
after tile officer had seized him and nent members: "Sir Charles Wetbercll
said he was not sensible" "Mr. Hunt
glveu him two shakes he dropped voice
"Lord Ashley
culture aud there was a contest of lan- was entirely ignorant"
said he should take tbe earliest op
guage lasting five minutes. At the eud
"Mr. Perceval
of that time the officer came down- portunity of moving"
"Colostairs and smiled at Mrs. Bowser as presented a petition praying"
he opened the door to pass out and as- nel Sibthorpe never could under"Lord , Lyndhurst said he
sure the people tbat there was no cause stand"
for alarm. The whooping had stopped must entreat of every one to give him
for good and they could go borne and credit" "Sir Edward Sugden was not
"Mr.
assure their families that no deed of one of those who thought"
blood would occur. Tbe crowd had Croker said he had Ihe fullest assurmelted away when Mr. Bowser de- ance"
scended. He walked straight up to
.luft W rill More Than Cola.
Mrs. Bowser and hovered over her for
When is ghins worth more than gold?
a long minute before he could speak.
When It Is the lens of a microscope.
Then bis enunciation was perfect at
Thi; record increase In value of the
be said:
mautil'act tired article over lie raw ma"Womau, this Is your seventeenth at- terial is
probably made by this variety
tempt to assassinate me In the last of
glass which multiplies itself 50,000,-00five years."
e
times. The front lens of a
Bowser Hueuti Interference.
costing about SO weighs uo
"les?" she replied.
"You were bound and determined to more than about.0017 of a gram; hence
have my voice remain like the sounds ttie value of such lenses to the weight
of an old file drawn across a coal scut- of a kilogram would be about $3,000,-00The cost of making this weight
tle, and you gathered that mob and
of glass is 3 to (i cents, and thus when
sent for the police."
worked up into the shape of a lens the
"Well?"
"Tomorrow we separate
separate. glass has Increased in value about
Tribune.
I consult
You consult your lawyer
mine. Tbe dead line has been reached.
d Croat.
The
Good night, Mrs, Bowser. I go to tbe
The iron cross burnished with gold
library to look over some papers."
Mrs. Bowser went to bed, and two which is over one of the entrances to
hours later when be came upstairs sbe the Harvard college library (Gore ball)
was at tbe time of tbe 1745 siege ot
beard blin growl to himself:
"Hang Professor Zaugwilly! It be Loulsburg taken from a Catholic chap
eomes into the office tomorrow I'D el there and brought to Massachusetts
M. QUAD.
as one of the spoils of victory. In 1877
punch his head."
Justin Wlnsor, the librarian of Har, vard college library, found It in the
Gardening In A merlon.
Gardening In America has reached cellar ot the library and had It gilded
what one might call Ihe "awkward and placed In tbe position which It now
age." Neither a mail nor a couutry occupies.
In early youth. "Men
goes
Daring and Dexterone.
come to build stately sooner than to
For a feat of dexterity and nerve It
garden fluely," as Bacon once said, and
as every garden writing body has re- would be difficult to surpass that of the
of South Africa, who walks
peated until Sir Francis In Elysium Bosjesman to
a puff adder and delibmust, regret be ever made tbe remark, quietly up
which none the less is true. Gardening erately sets bis bare foot on Its neck.
is essentially a middle aged enjoyment, In Its struggles to escape and attempts
and America being, as nations go, still to bite Its assailant tbe poison gland
secretes a large amount of the venom.
young, her garden craft lias the faults
This is just what tbe Bosjesman wants.
of youth. It has Its Incongruities,
and it often mistakes size Killing tbe snake, be eats ths body and
and expenditure for excellence, Cen- uses the poiso for bis arrows.
.
... .
tury,
1

Eng-lUl-

micro-objectiv-

A

Bride'

Dilemma.

A successful schoolteacher married a

wealthy widower. The man had lived
alone with his servants since the death
of his first wife. On the morning after the bride's arrival In her new home
the cook appeared for orders. Now,
the little woman was far more familiar
with the classics than with roasts and
stews, and she was not a little dismayed when Mary innocently put the question:
"An' how will ye have the beef cooked, mum ?"

The Mexican Central lias recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centra!
to either Vera Cruz or Taraplco,
SUNSHINE ROUTE, vw. TOMANCE
thence via the famous Ward Steam-- !
sl,'p Line to New York, The return FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT 8FRVICE.
will be by rail over any line to EI
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC
Paso, 'i he entire trip, covering
of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Us;
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the Uni-- .
ted States, cau be made for $122.50. A
more delightful trip can not be
r
plauned, ns
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from vho tlaie ot sale. The '
trip Includes tho City of Mexico, the!
"Paris of America."
Further information cau be secured by addressing
A. Duloliery, Commercial Agent, El
rso, Texas, or W. D. Murdoch:, As-sistant General Passenger Agent, City
'

Aaylum Serenade.

Santa Ke Chapter, No,
1, it. A, M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Monday ot each month at
Masonle Hall at 7: SO

beg tbee to hark to my ditty.
Buns 'neatb thy sill In the full ot the
moon.
Wake, for ths nlghtingale'i chanting mo
1

witty
Near where the boarder

Is eating-

-

bla

prune.
Woke In a hurry; dress In a Surry;
Hustle yourself Into boot and galoch;
Pluck a syrlnga; fly with the singer
Down where the prettiest Tnermaldens
wash.

s. spitz, n. p.

ARTHUR SHLIGMAN,

Secy.

Santa Fe Coinmamlery No.
mj
j), 1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
1
r
month at Masonic Hall at
V. B. GRIFFIN, B. C.
:30 p. m.
W. H. KKNNROY, Recorder.

J

Lady. I love thee a mickle and raucklt.
Come; entertain me an hour or ao.
I will lose money to you at penuchle
Where will you And any lavisher beau?
Lady, art dressing? Doni: keep me guesting;
Stop not for hooks, and, oh, atay not
for eyet!
(Junta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
have gone
Den't keep me waltlng-- Id
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
skating
But that my tootsies are all the wrong Rite of Scotthih Free Masonry meets
itze.
on the third Saturday of each month
Id
7:30 o'clock in the evening
at
Lady, I'm only a wandering loony,
of Plaza.
aide
south
Masonic
Hall,
on
his
love
a
machine;
Hinging
talking
Bttll If you deem tbat my chanson Is Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
tuney
cordially Invited to attend.
Fan me, In mercy, a cold lima bean.
(JIARLK9 FRANKLIN HASLET, 82.
Come, if you won't; stay, If you don't;
Venerable Maater.
Hunger has seised me, and there lie
the rub.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
me
some
hand
jelly;
Spry about, Nelly;
Ton me some provender, Tittles and
I. O. O. F.
i
grub.
-- Richmond TImes-DtspatcSanta Fe lodgo, No. 2, 1 O. O. F.,
meeta every Thursday evening In Odd
Impatience.
San Franalscc street
Impatience turns an ague into a fe- Fellows'

ver, a fever to tbe plague, fear Into despair, anger Into rage, loss Into madness and sorrow to amazement Jeremy Taylor.

Hall,
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTEK, N. G.
DAVID L. MILIJSR, Secy.

Twisted.

il

Santa Fe Ixwlte, No. 40. B. P. O. R
holds Its regular session on the secon
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welNORMAN L. KING, I. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

life ?

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with f.l Pauo &. Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways.
At Kennedy and Santa F
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fa
with the Denver & Rio Grsnde Railroad,
Special attention given to handling of passengers and. freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Uland & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK OIBERT,
Aist. Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNG,

A. L. GRlMSHAW,

Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pari. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN" YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE-LIS-

T

15o
tSiamp, not over 2J inches long
Each additional line on same Btainp, 10c.
Stamp, oyer 2 and not over 3$ inches long. .30c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
o
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch

One-lin- e

e

One-lin- e

Each additional line, eaine price.
on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c eitra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.

Curved lines

inch in size, we charge
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
10c
ledger Dater, month, day and year in
SSc
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.50
Fao Simile Signatures, Eubhet Stamp and Wood Cnt, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
for one line for each one-half

IJxS,

FRATERNAL UNION.
Kmi Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Moo flays In each month
After Commencement.
o'clock p. ra Odd Fellows' Hall,
son
into at 8
"Are you going to take your
street. Visiting IntFrancisco
San
business with you?"
ers welcome.
"Not now. I'm going to wait until
R. L. BACa, fraternal Master.
be bas forgotten all he's been taught."
DAVID GONZALBS. Secy,
Llpptueott's Magazine.
kf AGGIM U. MONTOTA, Treatv

"

lIHI

One-lin- e

B. P. O. E.

MtmMmawantMS

j

OF PYTHIA8,

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o!
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street,
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTHR. C. C.
J. 8, CANDRLARIO, K, R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Flnauca.

Lady (engaging domestic) And does
your young man wish to see you every
week?
Servant Oh, no, mum; some weeks
don't see me for months. Tatler,

TlC'eT8

rrrrrfMfi "Ttf

One-lin-

KNIGHTS

nrm

ilTEAMgHIJ

thou-sand- s

Not for a fortune would she have the
old servant suspect her absolute ignorance of cookery. But her years in
the schoolroom had not been in vain.
Calmly and sweetly she answered:
"You may cook it your way today,
Mary, and then another time you can
try ray way."
of Mexico.
And the cook went downstairs with
a high opinion of her new mistress.
If you cannot afford to pay for a
New York Press.
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get
Suneratltlona of Farmers.
It. is p
of the week's dnlnga.
Farmers "stick to the moou" in regard to planting corn and other crops. good paper to nend to your friends.
Some of them will not under any circumstances plant corn on moonlight
H' you want
on earth try
nights, claiming that corn planted then a New Alcxicau anything
"ad."
will produce a tall stalk with a short
ear. Others Just as successfully plant
when they are ready, when nights are
dark or moonlight, "as the case may be.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
Other notions are Indulged In, such as
to
water
the
cobs
in
throwing
running
MAUON1C.
keep corn from firing. Some farmers
would under no consideration burn
pinder hulls, the seed ot which is to be
MoutMuma I,odga No
used for plauting. They must be scat1, A. F. 4 A. M. Uegn
tered along a path or highway, to be
lar coiniuunkatlon firm
trodden upon in order to secure a good
Monday of each month
must
bulls
be
bean
Green
butter
crop.
t Masonle Mall at 7:M
thrown in a road after being shelled
for table use from day to day to Insure
p. tu.
a good crop the following season.
11. V. STBPH13N3,
W. M.
Charleston NewsandCourler.
ATiAN R. McCOKT), Cecy.
lady,

GATEWAY.'

j

stop-ove-

For the merest instant she hesitated.

Santa Fe Central Railway System.

10c;

SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
15c; 2Jx3J, 25c; 2Jx4i, 35c; 3Ji6J, 50c;

2i3,

4x1i,

Wo.

'

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JVEW

EXICAJJ

CO.

PRipijUG

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

.

BAS,

GHOCEHS,

a
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40.
Hc

City Soda Crackers

UNDERPRICING.
We are selling a number of items
No
for less than their real value.
limit us to quality except the extent
of our stocks which are large.
Wisconsin cream cheese, per lb 13c.
16 dz. cans Rocky Mountain Cream Sc.
(',
bars Cudahy'B Borax Naptha toap,
which is a white laundry soap of merFcrndell toilet soap per
it, for 25c.
box 20c. 8 bars E-laundry soap for

cents.

Vneeda Biscuits
I'needa Jiugor Wayfere
Marshmallow Dainties

Re

Hc
10c

PIPE TOBACCO
The line of pipe tobaccos handled
The popular
by us is hard to equal.
sellers just now are Van Vlbber, Imperial Cube cut, Qboid, Continental
Cubes, Lone Jack, and l'luza Cuhr ('
We of course handle all the old favor-lie- s
such as Seal of North Carolina,
Bull Durham, Duke's Mixture, Sweet
Caporal, etc.

PEACHES.
In addition to the town grown pencil-fwe arc receiving shipments of Bernalillo Hnd Las Cruces peaches. The
PIPES.
season being much farther advcnaed
A new shipment of pipes just in.
In those localities the offerings are of
fine quality some specimens weighing AVe have genuine amber mouth pieces
as much as 12 oz. each.
and genuine Franch briar bowls at
A numS3c, One, 7"c, and $1.00 eacn.
ber of new style pipes at :! and 50c.
FRESH VEGETABLES.
Some with duplex and triplex stems,
is some with removable
Inner bowls,
Our stock of fresh vegetables
at all times quite complete. Call on some In new shapes and all the old
us or telephone and we will be able shapes a.id styles that have provto furnish your needs in this line. en desirable. CJeuuine amber bit
Fresh celery twice a week.
weichsel cigar holders, each 25c.
s

TEXAS VOLUNTEERS AT

COUNTY TAX
COLLECTIONS

BUTCHERS!

CARTWRIGHT-DAVISC-

25

Personal Mention.

TO MANEUVER.

AUSTIN

(Continued from

Austin, Texas, Aug., 0, The Texas
Made by Celso Lopez, Treasurer and volunteer troops,' 3,200 strong, enterCollector For Month
ed Camp Mabry at daybreak Sunday
Of July.
for 'fifteen days stay with the regular
troops. The state troops will partitax collections for cipate hi the same practice and maThe following
the month of July have been made neuvers and drills as the regulars. Toby Celso Lopez, treasurer and
morrow the field maneuvers will be
collector:
resinned. The program of the week
Territorial for 1902. $(.".7S; for 1903, includes taking the soldiers back Infor 1905, to the mountains where the two de$11.08; for 1904, $138.03;
$335.89. Total, $531.38.
tachments will bo brought together.
County of Santa Fe for 1901, and
Interest fund, $1.73; survey CULLUM WINS EASILY
prior:
fund, $2.3C; delinquent tax for 1901,
IN ILLINOIS PRIMARIES.
and prior fund, $75.33. Total $82.42.
Later returns
City of Santa Pe for 1901, $38.32.
Chicago, Aug., 0.
County of Santa Fe for 1902: Gen- from the primary election in Illinois
eral fund $15.4(1; school fund, $9.20; show that the advisory vote for Unicourt fund. $12.3(5; court bonne and ted States Senator will give Shelby
jail repair fund. $3.09; road fund, M. Cullum, senior senator, a plurality
$1.55; survey fund. $3.09; bridge fund, of about 35,000 over former Governor
$9.20; Interest county
bonds, $0.18; Yates.
Complete returns from this
total S.Vl.ll!),
city show that ,T. T. McDermott .reCity of Santa Fe for 1902: General ceived a plurality for the democratic
city fund, $28.29; city school fund $14.. congressional nomination.
15; Interest city bonds, $1.24. Total
$4C.0S.
WOMAN GETS HER FINAL
l
County of Santa Fe for 1903:
PAPERS AS SHIP CAPTAIN.
Chicago, Aug.,

Mrs.

0.

fund, $99.05;

We bavo some choice property for the person with small capital and aNo
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list o! property.

J,

W.

West flide of Plaza,

:

:

Santa Fe N. M.

"THE CLUB"

Ogdn

Minor City Topics.

A HOT PLACE
Says

The old established line of poods formerly carried at
"Out Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club moms ineonneetion. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.
&

M

tike Hew Mtxlca-a- .

he m

no mm vm
u tkt ruc

?

Mercantile Stationery
uMLfrctaret Of

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.

H

1

BROTHER E. LEWIS President.
V,

DENVER (f

M GRANDE
tie WofU."

Scenic Line of

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

li;TO:"ZZ

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with all Mnat Eat and Wet
Time a Quuic and Rate as Low a OlW Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tiresoui Delay at Any Station.
For

I!ltttrted adrertlalng Matter or Infonaatioa Addret

S. K. HOOPER, S. P. tod T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

or

STM I I

Ko-k-

$7.

a WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico.
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday
with local thunder showers.
Saturday the thermometer registered
II.

OFFICIAL

4:15 p in.

Minimum

THE

5:30 p. in.

temperature

.V2

dejres

at

The mean temperature for the 24
hours wa 64 degrees.
Moan relative humidity 04 per cent.

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH

Yesterday the thermometer registered

i

as follows:
Maximum temperature 78 degrees at
1:30 p. m.
Minimum temperature 53 degree at
3:50 a. m.
The mean temperature (or the S4
hours was 66 degrees.
Mean relative humidity f4 per cent,
Lowest temperature during last night

Good Road via Espanola, N. M,

ALU HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

N. M

50

degrees.
Temperature

atfi:no a.

m.

today,

MATTERS,

. ,

of .

.

New Mexico.

Superintendent of Blind Asylum.
The board of trustees of the New
Mexico Institute for the Blind, at
has elected S. H. Gill of
OPENS MONDAY, AUGUST 20.
Nashville, Tennessee, superintendent
Commercial, Normal,
Preparatory,
of the asylum. Mr. Gill is blind himEngineering, College, and
self. He comes highly recommended.
departments.
Postoffice Sites Changed.
Complete
faculty.
The postoffice at Dayton, Eddy
Seven buildings, including two new
County, has been moved a quarter of dormitories,
a mile to the west from its former
Beautiful campus and healthful sursite.
The postoffice at Cimarron, Colfax roundings.
For further information address.
County, has been moved 300 yards
west of its former site.
Postmaster Appointed.
General Pinnell, has been appointed postmaster at Dayton, Eddy
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Company

F!

UBLISHERS

RMTERS . .

..

BINDERS

Sole Bakers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

Pres. W. G. Tight,

SO!
i

degrees.

--

UNIVERSITY

Sheep receipts 2o,000 steady. Sheep
$3.25$5.30; Lambs $4.75$7.85.

as follows:
Maximum temperature, 77 degrees at

SULPHUR SPIRNGS,

FORTY-EIGHT-

i

hap-peus-

New Mene j.

HO FOR

THE

'

Subscribe for the New Mexican.
.
We print the news the day It

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

$11.-25-

N, Salmon, the San Francisco Street
returned last
dry goods merchant,
evening from a business visit to New
York and other eastern cities.
Mr.
Salmon states tin at he has been in hot
places, but. he believes New York
uity, at this time, Is about the hottest place he has even encountered.
"There was no use trying to sleep,"
said Mr. Salmon to a representative
of the New Mexican. "The climate
in Gotham may be all right for one
who is adapted to It, but I am unable
to say just how long it would take me
to become used to such hot. weather
and nm glad to linow that I do not
have to live and sleep with Mie sweat
pouring off me and where the mosquitoes are in a stampede." Mr. Salmon will be very busy for a few days
catching up with his sleep as the
warm weather and the busy times
back east have deprived him of that
rest whicn Is so easily gotten during
the cool nights at Santa Fe. "I was
actually ashamed to sleep on top of
the cover, after being so accustomed
to being snut? under two quilts in Santa Fe, but I liad to do It." Mr. Salmon went east to purchase his fall
stock of goods for his new business
block which is being erected on San
Francisco Street,

EADQUARTERS
ui tmmetiat

N. oalmon
Glad to Get Back
To Santa Fe's Invigorating
Clime.

post-offic- e

i' -

ya

$8.-9-

TOWNEND, Proprietors.

tor Wtddlug Cm it

(Continued from Page Five.)

Five serious prostrations from heat
were reported Saturday last, in St.
Louis. In Santa Fe it v as delightfully cool and pleasant.
Letters addressed to Benito Alnrid,
Santa Fe; Pablo Lopez, Raton, and
Mrs. Mary Kowry, Cebolleta, Valencia
County, are held aty.h postoffico for
postage.
During the past week, the local
issued 100 money orders amounting to $071.25 and paid 111 orders
reto
It
$1,50C93.
amounting
45 78.
ceived $970 money order surplus, makDecember 32 ing a total of $3,208.18.
Oats September 31
Last Sunday's Denver Republican
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
published a finely Illustrated ihalf page
.
Pork September $17; January
or Rain
article descriptive of the
Dances of the Ziini, from the pen of
Lard September $8.90; October
Mrs. V. H. Bartlett, formerly of Santa Fe. The article is graphic and
October well written.
Ribs September $9.22
$8.97
Picnickers in the Bear Canon near
WOOL MARKET.
yesterday experienced a
Albuquerque
St. Louis, Aug., 0. Wool steady;
soaking, as a heavy rain ov-- I
territory nnd western mediums 22 ft thorough
ertook them before they returned to
fine 14
28; fine mediums 10(ffi20;
the Duke City. The rain was mostly
17.
and east of Albuquerque and
north
STOCK MARKET.
extended along the Sandia Mountains
Atchison 931-2- ;
pfd. 100 5 8.
proving to be one of the heaviest of
New York Central 141
the season.
132
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific 70
Union Pacific 158; pfd. 91.
PAYS TO BE BIG STATE
Amalgamated copper 103.
Steel 40
pfd. 108.
High Per Capita Apportionment Made
LIVE STOCK
By Texas State Board of
Kansas City, Mo., Aug., 0. Cattle
Education.
receipts 11,000 steady to 10 cents higher. Native Steers $4$C20; Southern
Steers $2.75 $4.50; Southern Cows $2
An Austin special says; The sl.'we
Thurs$3.25; Native Cows and Heifers $2 board of education
last
$2.25 day
$5.25; Stackers and Feeders
declared a per capita apof
five
dollars for
$4.40; Bulls $2$3.50; Calves $2.50 portionment
$5.50; Western Fed Steers $3.75
the scholastic year beginning Septem- $0; Western Fed Cows $2.50$1.50.
her 1. This apportionment for uhe
Sheep receipts 1,000 strong; strong 870,515 population aggregates $4,52,- muttons $4.25$5.50; Lambs $5.50
575, and exceeds the total last year
$4.25(7? $5.75;
$7.00; Range Wethers
by $159,531. The scholastic pnpula-- I
Fed Ewes $4 $5.25.
tlon shows an Increase of over 71,- receipts 840.
Chicago, Aug., 0. Cattle
3.000 strong to'10 cents higher. Beeves
$3.S0$0.40; Cows and Heifers $1.25
$5.30; Stackers and Feeders $2.50
Western
$4.75; Texans $3.90$4.S5;
Fed Steers $3.00$5.25; Calves $5.25

NEW YORK CITY

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Win-slow-

school fund, $39.85;

$39.-80-

AEEES.

AKERS

Saf-for-

MONEY AND METALS.
court fund, $99.05; court house and
New York, Aug. 0. Money on call
Jail fund, $39.85: road fund, $19.93;
2
per cent.
jail building fund, $59.80; deficiency steady
Prime mercantile paper
bridge fund, $9.90; F.l Camino Rael
.
Silver 04
fund, $9.90; interest county bonds
New York, Aug., 0 Lend quiet
Total $418.51.
City of Santa Fe for 1905: General 5.75.
Copper firm 18
city fund. $07.07; salary fund, $28.-1St. Louis, Aug. 0. Speller weak,
water and hydrant fund, $10.29;
city school fund. $71.24; interest city 5.90.
GRAIN.
Interest city school
bonds, $12.73;
Chicago, Aug., 0. Wheat September
bonds, $42.73. Total, $299.15.
72
December 75
Corn September 49
December

Insurance and Real Estate

St. Michael's College

ys-terda-

Gen-era-

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Four)

Traveling Auditor Charles V.
was in Albuquerque Saturday
last on official business.
U. S. Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn
was In Albuquerque Saturday and
on legal business.
E. J. Gibson, division superintend,
ent of the Santa Fa Pacific at
arrived In Albuquerque yesterday on railroad business.
Hon. Amado Chaves, assistant suof public Instruction,
perintendent
who spent yesterday In Albuquerque
on a visit to friends, has returned to
this city.
A, W. Grant, managing editor of the
Telegram, published at Fort Worth,
Texas, is on a visit to the Duke City.
He tame to New Mexico for a few
days' rest.
AV. T. McCreight, business manager
of the Citizen Publishing Company,
left Albuquerque yesterday for a two
weeks' eastern trip. He will visit
Now York before returning home.
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo of Bernalillo County, who spent Saturday and
yesterday here was busily engaged
during his sojourn in following clues
which led to the discovery of the
murderer of Pedro Miratal, who was
stabbed to death a few nights ago in
the Duke City. There is "a woman
In the case."
J. W. Kendrick, of Chicago vice,
president of the Atchison, Topeka &
arFe Railway
Santa
system,
on
in'
a
rived
train
special
this cliy last, evening and was
present at the meeting of the stockholders and directors of an auxiliary
company of the system at the office of
the First National Rank this morning.
Mr. Kendrick left at 10 o'clock for the
south and west. He Is on a tour of
Inspection of the system.

Cen-era-

fund, $3.13; school fund. $1.37:
court fund, $2.74; court 'house and
jail fund, $1.37: road fund, 21c; Index fund. 08c: bridge fund $2.00; in-

Pae

'

of the late
a daughter-in-laGeneral A. C, McClurg, has been givterest county bonds, 1.37.
Total, en her dual papers bestowing the
$13.30.
rank of pilot nnd master on the chain
City of Santa Fe for 1903: General of the great lakes.
city fund, $0.25; city school fund, $3..
Mrs. McClurg Is the first woman to
12; interest city school bonds. $1.25;
receive this distinction. She is now
interest on city bonds. $1.50. Total, the
captain of the Sea Fox. a steam
$12.18.
tons,
yacht, of seventr-fou- r
BUTTER.
County of Santa Fe for 1904: GenBISCUITS.
The National Biscuit Company is
Having bad considerable trouble eral fund $14.80: school fund, $17.94: DWELLING DESTROYED BY FIRE,
now delivering, freight paid, all its with our regular brands of butter we court fund. $10.37; court house and
Jail fund, $17.91; mad fund. $8.97:
CI.OVF.it
The residence of A. T,. Douglas, a
package goods. This enables us to have added the
Inmake substantial reductions in prices. BRAND which is coming forward in College Street, Bridge fund, $20.91;
blaeksmtih at Tularosa, Otero County,
cost
for
and terest, county bonds, $17.95;
was destroyed a few days ago by fire
Frotanas, Newtons, Social Teas, Five fine condition, of excellent quality
collection fund,
O'clock Teas, or Old Fashioned Sugar perfectly sweet, fresh and of delicate advertising, $5.47;
while the family was away from
$25.98. Total. $200.39.
10c flavor.
Cookies, per package
No part of the household goods
home.
City of Santa Fe for 1901: General was
saved. There was no insurance
school
fund.
fund,
$80.72;
city
city
on building or on furniture.
$43.30; interest city bonds, $20.02; InToterest city school bonds.$21.08.
tal. $177.78.
MARKET REPORT,
IFBANCISCO DEI.H ADO
LEVI i. HUGHES.
l
County of Santa Fe for 1905:

Office

1906.
MONDAY, AUGUST 6,
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J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

iOBETTO ACADEMY
SANTA

You'll Have to Hurry!
A lady just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come Quick and get the
first pick.

FE,

NEW

MEXICO.

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera &
'

.

'

-

Jefu

'
.

''

4.

-

THE ORIGINAL
OLD : CURIO

:

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

We Are Headquarters for the Best
sortment of

"

As-

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVAHO INDIAN BLANKETS.

-

In-

I

I?

r

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios In the United Staes.

-

OPEISTS

SBPTEMBE Hi S, 1906.

j

Diarrhea Remedy

Almost every (amity has need
of
reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some time during the

year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it lot
many years and know it value.
It hat received thousands of

STORE

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace witb the
TLole world. You ca get it at the
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.

testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physician! with the most satisfactory
results.
It hit often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
r physician summoned.
It only costs a quartet. Caa
you affora to risk so much for w
Stile?
BUVOT NOW.

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Wsler Street.

Office
to

1

3

p.

Telephone No.

Hours

.10.

:

hi., except Wednesday
and Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First cIdss accommodations for
limited number of patients.
'

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

ments.

Faradlc, galvanic

nnd static electricity.

Radiographic work.
,

Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Ktc.

"IK

V

